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Resumen

La tesis de doctorado que lleva por nombre “The effect of morphology and dynamics
of large scale non-axisymmetric structures in galaxies on Radial Migration”, tiene como
objetivo realizar un estudio sistemático de la influencia de los parámetros estructurales
y dinámicos de los brazos espirales, tales como ángulo de enrollamiento, amplitud,
longitud de escala radial y velocidad angular, en la migración radial estelar en galaxias
de disco. Para este análsis se emplearon simulaciones de part́ıculas prueba en modelos
galácticos estacionarios de galaxias espirales no barradas.

La ventaja de los modelos estacionarios es la flexibilidad de estos potenciales para
variar los parámetros de los brazos espirales (y del fondo axisimétrico) y aislar el efecto
que cada parámetro tiene sobre la dinámica orbital estelar en los discos de las galaxias.

Se construyeron dos modelos galácticos, uno para representar galaxias espirales
tempranas (Sa) y otro para galaxias espirales tard́ıas (Sc), considerando aśı el efecto en
una galaxia masiva y una poco masiva. Con estos dos modelos galácticos, se realizaron
varias simulaciones de part́ıculas prueba con diferentes configuraciones de los brazos
espirales.

Los diagnósticos utilizados para cuantificar la influencia de cada parámetro del
brazo en la migración radial fueron los cambios en distintos intervalos de tiempo de:
1) momento angular en la dirección perpendicular al disco Lz; 2) excentricidad; y 3)
radio.

De estos análisis se puede concluir que todos los paramétros de los brazos espirales
tienen una contribución en la migración radial, que principalmente se observa en las
regiones de resonancias, mayormente en la zona de corrotación. Se destaca que la
longitud de escala de los brazos espirales es el parámetro con mayor contribución a
la migración radial estelar en el disco galáctico. Esto implica que, las estrellas son
desplazadas desde su lugar de origen hacia otras distancias galactocéntricas, mezclando
el material del disco.

Adicionalmente, se encontraron otros resultados derivados del trabajo, por ejemplo,
formación de subestructuras (ridges), la forma de la distribución de metalicidad estelar
y sus implicaciones dinámicas.
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Abstract

The doctoral dissertation called “The effect of morphology and dynamics of large
scale non-axisymmetric structures in galaxies on Radial Migration”, aims to carry out
a systematic study of the influence of the structural and dynamic parameters of the
spirals arms, such as pitch angle, amplitude, radial scale length, and angular velocity, in
stellar radial migration in disc galaxies. For this analysis, simulations of test particles
in stationary galactic models were used.

The advantage of stationary models is the flexibility of these potentials to vary the
parameters of the spiral arms (and of the axisymmetric background) and to isolate the
effect that each parameter has on the stellar orbital dynamics in the galactic discs.

Two galactic models were built, one to represent early-type spiral galaxies (Sa) and
one for late-type spiral galaxies (Sc), to consider the effect on a massive and a less
massive galaxy. With these two axisymmetric galactic models, a set of test-particles
simulations with different configurations of the spiral arms were made.

The tests used to quantify the influence of each arm parameter on radial migration
were the changes in different time intervals of: 1) angular momentum in the z direction;
2) eccentricity; and 3) radius.

From these analyses, it can be concluded that all the parameters of the spiral
arms have a contribution to the radial migration, which is principally observed in the
regions of the resonances, mainly in the corotation zone. It is highlighted that the scale
length of the spiral arms is the parameter with the highest contribution to stellar radial
migration in the galactic disc. This implies that the stars are moved from their birth
places to another galactocentric distances several kpc, mixing the disc material.

In addition, other results derived from this work were found, for instance, substruc-
ture formation (ridges), shapes of the metallicity curves and their dynamical implica-
tions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Ancient cultures have looked to the sky in clear nights, trying to understand all those
shivering luminous points. A lot of questions arose, but only simple explanations were
archived. A divine creation acting on every thing on the Earth and beyond. The same
day and night are part of this plan and many civilizations around the world associated
gods and goddesses to the celestial phenomena that ruled their lives.

During several centuries, several spheres centered in the Earth would not allow any
question about the origin of the existence of the humankind or its nature. Those spheres
contained the stars and more clearly the planets. Now, the idea that the human beings
were at the center of the Universe had support.

The break in Wittenberg allowed to rethink the human place among the planets,
the Sun and the other celestial bodies. It left the door wide open for the “On the
Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres (Copernicus, 1543)”, that could have been hidden
for a long time, but in the middle of the conflict, the two ways to see the world were
involved in the search for truth and the evidence prevailed; people are not any more
in the center of the Universe, but the privileged place was not lost. It was not until
the beginning of the XVIIth century that, finally the reason started to be used instead
of beliefs and the superstitions. Although that continues to exist, it is no longer con-
sidered to explain the phenomena of nature, despite the fact that some peasant minds
continue to cling desperately.

Nevertheless, this superstition gave rise to the most brilliant idea ever thought by
the humankind: the laws of motion in the Earth are the same for the solar system.
Now there are rules to explain the movements in the sky and there is no need for an
unseen reason.

While the night observations improved, new and very far structures that, at the
beginning it was assumed that they formed part of the Milky Way, were discovered.
Then, in the early 1900s a realm of those objects was announced (Hubble, 1936). Those
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1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Hubble sequence of the tuning fork. Taken from Hubble (1936).

objects were not part of our Galaxy, but this discovery would not have been possible
without the fundamental period-luminosity relation of the Cepheid stars, remarkably
established by Leavitt & Pickering (1912).

Figure 1.1 shows the “nebulae” known until then that, in fact were other galaxies.
Anew, as the telescopes became more powerful, the Hubble sequence classification was
highly modified to include all kinds of galaxies at very large distances from the Earth.
Nowadays a large number of morphological classifications is available and includes a
wide range of forms. Figure 1.2 shows the large number of possible galactic forms in
the Universe.

As the knowledge of the galaxies steadily grew up, it was figured out that in the
Universe also there were galaxies interacting with other galaxies and in some way the
Milky Way does as well, like for example as Magellanic Clouds. This, raised the need to
create a new form to archive the galaxies, the Vorontsov-Velyaminov (1959) and later
Arp (1966) catalogs of interacting galaxies.

According to Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Abazajian et al., 2003), the local
Universe is dominated by two main types of galaxies: spiral and elliptical galaxies. In
a very general way, the elliptical galaxies are massive concentrations of old and small
stars that apparently were born at the same time, and they do not have a lot of dust
and gas and are supported by velocity dispersion.

On the other hand, the spiral or disc galaxies are dynamically interesting and have
several internal structures and are supported by rotation, which means that there is
a main plane where the stars move around the galactic center. This kind of galaxies
has dust, gas, old and young stars due to the uninterrupted star formation since its
formation.

2



Figure 1.2: Hubble sequence in near infrared frequency. Credits: K. D. Gordon, 2007

composed from SINGS observations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the non-axysimmetric structures in spiral galaxies were discovered, spiral arms
and bars, many efforts have been made to explain their formation, evolution and their
influence on galaxies. Of course galaxies are not simple objects and their study must
be done carefully.

1.1 Spiral galaxies discs

A spiral galaxy is a complex system, and there is no monolithic gravitational potential
able to describe it. Therefore, to model such complex system, it is needed to use dif-
ferent gravitational potentials, usually divided in axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric
ones. The axisymmetric background contains a dark matter halo, a bulge, and a disc;
while the non-axisymmetric components include spiral arms and stellar bars (in some
cases). Particularly interesting is the baryonic evolution in the disc where stellar for-
mation or development of non-axisymmetric structures, among others, take place.

The thin disc is a flat distribution of gas, dust and stars with a wide range of ages.
It contains the spiral arms, molecular clouds, and it is the place where star formation
happens, etc. It is thought to be formed by dissipation during the collapse of the pro-
togalactic gas cloud. The thick disc is a fainter component seen in some galaxies. It is
made of a population of old, metal-poor stars and is thought it could had be made as
a result of heating by accretion of satellite galaxies.

In a sample of 36 edge-on undisturbed disc galaxies and spanning a wide range
of mass, Yoachim & Dalcanton (2006) measured the structural parameters in the R-
band. They require both a thick and a thin disc to fit the data. They argued that the
observed structural parameters agree well with the properties of thick and thin discs
for the Milky Way and stellar populations in nearby galaxies. Their general conclusions
are:

1. thick discs have a scale-height at least 2 times larger than thin disks;
2. thick discs have systematically larger scale-lengths than thin discs;
3. in low-mass galaxies, the thick disc can dominate the total R-band luminosity;
4. the thick disc comprises 5%–40% of the total baryonic mass of our galaxy.
Particularly for the Milky Way, the thick disc has a scale-height about 0.75 ± 0.07

kpc and an exponential scale-length of 4.1 ± 0.4 kpc (from SEGUE photometry), and
for the thin disc is about 250 to 300 pc and 2 to 4 kpc respectively. Larger scale-height
means a higher velocity dispersion, differentiating both disc, but also the thick disc
stellar population is older and more metal-poor than the stars in the thin disc.

According to Veltz et al. (2008) in the Milky Way there are three kinematically
stellar components:

- thin disk - z0 225 pc and σz ± 18 km s−1,
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1.2 Stellar kinematics and stability in discs

- thick disk - z0 1048 pc and σ± 40 km s−1,
- halo component - σ± 65 km s−1.

1.1.1 General features

Discs are a flattened radial distribution of dust, gas and stars falling exponentially in
density as radial distance increases, including the thin and the thick disks showing
different chemical compositions and kinematics. Discs approximate very close to radial
hydrostatic equilibrium, rotate differentially and the main population of stars is young,
known as Population I, due to the large concentration of star forming gas.

It is hard to determine how large a disc is because there is no a clear physical
limit. A measurable quantity is the surface brightness, that can be approximated by

an exponential I(R) α e−
R
h depending on the radius and a scalelength. Now defining

the isophotal radius, a disc size is estimated, usually when R25
1 is reached. According

to Fathi et al. (2010) the radial distribution of stars i.e. scalelength, is independent of
the morphological type and in average is about 3.8 ± 2.0 kpc in four optical bands.
The vertical brightness can be modeled as a sech2( zz0 ), and the scaleheight z0 correlates
with the rotation velocity, a very useful property to estimate the thickness of a disc if
it is not seen edge-on (van der Kruit, 1988a).

1.2 Stellar kinematics and stability in discs

Considering axial symmetry and a flat rotation curve, the vertical stellar disc dynamics
can be studied relating the Poisson equation

dKz

dz
= −4πGρ(z) (1.1)

and the Jeans equation
d

dz

[
ρ(z)σ2

z(z)
]

= ρ(z)Kz, (1.2)

where Kz is the gravitational force component, ρ is the density and σz is the velocity
dispersion. Equating 1.1 and 1.2 it is obtained

σz(R) =
√
cπGΣ(R)z0, (1.3)

where c is a constant that varies between 3/2 for an exponential to 2 for an isothermal
distribution and Σ(R) is the stellar surface density. Equation 1.3 (van der Kruit, 1988b)
is the hydrostatic equilibrium relating the vertical distribution of stars and their mean

1Surface brightness of 25 mag arcsec2 in the B band.
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vertical velocity dispersion to the distribution of mass.

The Toomre’s criterion (Toomre, 1964)

Q =
σRκ

3.36GΣ
, (1.4)

is a parameter to establish galactic disc stability to local axisymmetric disturbances
and depends on the stellar radial velocity dispersion σR, the epicyclic frequency κ and
the local mass surface density Σ. At small scales it becomes a Jeans-type stability,
where random motions driven by the kinetic energy neutralize the gravity collapse.
Local stability requires Q > 1.

1.3 Spiral arms and bars

The main substructures formed in the galactic disc are the spiral arms and bars. Both
are perturbations on the disc and their effects should be considered on the galactic
evolution.

Sometimes spiral arms have a well-defined two-armed pattern, known as “grand de-
sign”, whereas in others cases the spiral structure is flocculent (Elmegreen & Elmegreen,
1984). Since the spiral arms come in a wide variety of shapes, their dynamical and phys-
ical structure have to be delimited for a better galactic evolution comprehension. The
most important properties are: the locus, number of arms, pitch angle, scale-height
and scale-length, mass and radial force component, density law along the spiral arm,
internal and external limits and the pattern speed (Sellwood & Masters, 2021).

Although galactic bars can develop structures like bumps or x-shape structures,
they can be thought as an unified block made of stars at the center of the galaxy. Bars
play an important role in the galactic evolution, but it depends on their properties
like the length, axis ratios (triaxial systems), density law, mass and the pattern speed
(Athanassoula, 2016).

1.4 Analysing the disc stellar dynamics: Steady models

The main advantage of a complete steady galactic model is its simplicity and a low
consume of computational resources. A first proxy to study stellar dynamics is by
building a full galactic model including a dark matter halo, a disc and a bulge, and
for the non-axisymmetric contribution could be chosen spiral arms and bars. The full
model, then, is very flexible to change its properties in its different components, for
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instance for the background potential varying from a massive early-type galaxy (Sa)
to a less massive late-type galaxy (Sc) and for the non axisymmetric ones, in the case
of the spiral arms, pitch angle, angular speed, amplitude, mass, length, respectively.
For the bars, the mass, shape, extension, and pattern speed can also be modified to
represent different possible bars observed in real galaxies (Patsis & Tsigaridi, 2017;
Chaves-Velasquez et al., 2019; Patsis & Athanassoula, 2019).

The selection of a galactic configuration, along the space parameters according to
the Hubble sequence, also its flexibility allows changes in the different galactic compo-
nents i.e. distinct dark matter halos (Navarro et al., 1996), number of spiral arms, thin
and thick dynamical discs etc. This model including appropriate initial conditions for
the disc, despite of its simplicity, will bring a plausible clue of the stellar behavior in
different galactic configurations.

The former description can be used as a support to constrain the universe of param-
eters, setting the most important dynamical and structural characteristics. The natural
next approach, would be to consider improved potentials. For instance, a model which
includes spiral arms and a bar, based on COBE/DIRBE infrared data (Weiland et al.,
1994; Freudenreich, 1998).

After the initial conditions are suitably determined (specific galaxies modeling),
models like those found in Pichardo et al. (2003, 2004) can be used to study the stellar
dynamics in a more accurate way. The stellar dynamics is related to the influence of
non-axisymmetric perturbers, and this model for the spiral arms and the bar could be
taken into account. The new model, will produce a reliable view of stellar dynamics,
able to be complemented with N-body simulations. The improved model was post-
poned due its considerable larger consume of computational resources than the first,
more simple, cosine model.

1.5 Radial Migration

In 2002, Sellwood & Binney (2002) (hereafter SB02) explored the interaction between
the spiral arms and the stars.

In the perturber pattern rotating reference frame, the Jacobi’s integral Ej is con-
served Ej = E − ΩspL, where E and L are the energy and the angular momentum of
a star in an inertial reference frame and Ωsp is the pattern speed of the perturbation,
for example, the spiral arms. Then, a change in energy and L are related by

∆E = Ωsp∆L. (1.5)
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Considering the “radial action” JR
1 which is a measure of the distance from the circular-

orbit curve or a measurement of the stellar eccentricity in a rosette, the increment of
energy ∆E can be determined by

dE =
∂E

∂JR
dJR +

∂E

∂L
dL, (1.6)

where ∂E
∂JR

becomes the radial frequency ωR and ∂E
∂L is the circular frequency Ω.

Eliminating ∆E from 1.5 and 1.6 it is obtained

∆JR =
Ωsp − Ω

ωR
∆L, (1.7)

then, changes in L at corotation do not cause changes in JR, i.e. do not change the
circularity of the orbit of a star, while in other places do.

Now, at Lindblad resonances ωR obeys

ωR = ±m(Ωsp − Ω), (1.8)

where m is the number of spirals arms. Combining 1.7 and 1.8 it is obtained

∆JR = ± 1

m
∆L, (1.9)

minus sign is applied to ILR and plus sign to OLR.

An alternative way to identify if there is or not radial migration is to study changes
in Lz and simultaneously, changes in the orbital eccentricity. In this case, around the
main resonances, but focused in corotation, if there are changes in Lz and no changes
in eccentricity, it can be interpreted as radial migration, because the star changes its
radius but not its circularity due to the interaction with non-axisymmetric structures.
This method is equivalent to the method proposed by SB02.

1.5.1 Radial migration “in context”

There is not a general agreement in the literature about some definitions. For instance,
Minchev & Famaey (2010) studied spiral-bar resonances overlapping due to different
pattern speeds for the non-axisymmetric structures in a steady potential. They used
the concept of radial migration (RM) as any change in L, which is strongly redistributed
in the disk, speeding up the disk mixing. For this study, the definitions stated by SB02
and Schönrich & Binney (2009) are adopted, briefly described as follows.

A change in L can only be driven by non-axisymmetric forces. In other words,
spiral arms, bars or molecular clouds and it is divided in two branches: “churning”

1For more details see section 3.5 of Binney & Tremaine (2008).
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1.5 Radial Migration

Figure 1.3: The black curve is the guiding center radius where the star orbits in average,

and the red curve is the epicyclic where the star describes rosettes.

which means a change in L but not in the eccentricity of the stellar orbit, called RM
and “stirring” (also called blurring by some authors) implying both changes in L and
eccentricity, known as dynamical stellar heating or simply heating. The principal dif-
ference between RM and heating is that the first one changes permanently the radial
metallicity distribution in the galaxy due to a net increase or decrease of its “guiding
radius”, which is the mean radius where the star describes rosettes due to the epicycles
(see Figure 1.3), while the second one does not change permanently the metallicity
distribution because it has not a fixed “guiding radius” (Vera-Ciro et al., 2014).

There have been different ways to study RM since SB02 proposed this mechanism
to move stars by resonances, likely inward or outward, from their birth places; station-
ary models and N-body + SPH simulations are the principal tools. There is a general
consensus on the effects of RM on the galactic evolution, although some works show
fundamental discrepancies.

As far as stationary models is concerned, using a simplistic stationary galactic model
for a galaxy, where the spiral arms and the bar (Dehnen, 2000) are represented by a
cosine potential, Minchev & Famaey (2010) report that the resonance overlapping of
the bar and spiral structure induces a nonlinear response, leading to a strong redistri-
bution of angular momentum in the disk. They propose the resonance overlapping as
a new mechanism to mix the disk due to stellar migration and conclude that is a more
efficient process than transient spiral arms, since it takes only 3 Gyr to heat up the
disk, while for the spiral arms takes 9 Gyr to reach the same effect.
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An important addition to the understanding of RM in the context of a full galactic
model and its individual components has been carried out by Martinez-Medina et al.
(2016), showing the different regimes where each component acts. Separating between
heating and RM, they split individual contributions of each component finding that
the radial mixing of the stellar disc at the inner radii (inside 5 kpc in their model) is
produced by the joint action of the perturbers, and it is dominated by radial heating
while at outer radii (beyond 9 kpc in their model), the changes of angular momentum
for each particle, is caused mostly by the spiral arms dynamical influence and domi-
nated by radial migration, preserving their eccentricities at the corotation resonance.
Martinez-Medina et al. (2017) used a different chemical tagging jointly a potential
model to provide a restriction to the abundance gradient of the disk, at all times and
radii. They show that the impact of RM can be discerned by the metallicity distribution
of the stellar disk, constraining the structural and dynamical parameters of the spiral
arms in the Milky Way, to fit the metallicity distribution function (MDF, which shows
a particular stellar metallicity, for instance, [Fe/H]) of a population of stars shapes
which are sensitive to the scale radius of the arms, the pattern speed, and the pitch
angle. Also, they explain how some stars exhibit a chemical content that does not cor-
respond with their current location due to RM. The authors achieved their results using
a background axisymmetric potential, and a model formed by a two-armed 3D density
distribution made of individual inhomogeneous oblate spheroids (Pichardo et al., 2003)
and for the bar, they selected the triaxial bar model of Pichardo et al. (2004); this is an
inhomogeneous ellipsoid built as the superposition of a large number of homogeneous
ellipsoids, to obtain a smooth radial decline.

Kubryk et al. (2013) studied the effects of RM (for them, any change in the radial
stellar orbit) and chemical evolution in a barred dominated galaxy. Using N-body and
SPH codes, they include one stellar disk, one gaseous disk where star formation could
happens and a live spherical halo. They find different behaviours for gas and star par-
ticles as they are dissipative and non-dissipative systems, respectively. Stars are highly
affected by RM while gas remains near its initial radius, except at the galactic center
where the bar favors inwards accretion. Even the metallicity profile of the galaxy is
relatively flat and the stellar metallicity dispersion is high at the end of the simulation,
they argue that it can not be directly associated to RM, even the stars experienced a
strong RM along the simulation. They claim that RM depends tightly on the strength
of inhomogeneities in the gravitational potential (arms or bars), the duration of the
RM (the longer the inhomogeneities act, the larger the effect) and the steepness of
abundance profiles at the time most of the stars are formed. Those factors may cancel
each other and mask the effects of RM on chemical evolution, downplaying the role of
the dynamical phenomenon.

In contrast, Loebman et al. (2016) using an N-body+SPH simulation, show that
for a Milky Way-like galaxy, in the inner disk, the shape of the MDF is skewed toward
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low metallicities and, outside the solar position the shape of the MDF is skewed toward
high metallicities. Comparing their results with the APOGEE (Eisenstein et al., 2011)
data release 12 observation, they assert that star heating is very modest and the shift
in the skewness is a natural consequence of radial migration caused by spiral arms
resonance mechanism at corotation.

In accordance with SB02, RM is mainly induced at the corotation resonance, how-
ever the stellar distribution of the whole disc can be modified. Using N-body +SPH
simulations, Grand et al. (2012) found that the spiral arms are transient features, whose
pattern speeds decrease with radius. This produces different coratation radii and leads
to strong efficient migration. Similarilly, the disk can be affected by bars that loses
angular momentum and its pattern speed “slows down” with time (Halle et al., 2018),
widening the corotation radius. According to Comparetta & Quillen (2012), the disk is
also affected by particles migrating outwards when they are at low eccentricity and lag
a short lived local density peak. Perturbing the disk with “molecular clouds” to seed
spiral patterns, Vera-Ciro et al. (2014) found that strongly affect the thin disk, but
they can not conclude if the thick disk is a relic of RM; in contrast, Martinez-Medina
et al. (2015) conclude that the increase in vertical velocity dispersion induced by the
spiral arms is small and do not induce a significant vertical disk thickening, but if a
bar is present, the vertical velocity dispersion increases considerably, mostly within the
region covered by the bar.

It is well known that interaction between galaxies modify the stellar dynamics,
because the gravitational field of each galaxy affects the stellar orbits of the other.
Under this standpoint radial mixing can also be studied. Bird et al. (2012) explored
the radial mixing behavior in the framework of an infalling galaxy, finding spiral arms
development, and an increase of migration that would add considerable dispersion to
the age-metallicity relation of solar neighborhood stars. At the solar position, the disc
can broaden until 1.15 kpc, nevertheless they conclude it is not enough to create the
thick disc. Also they found that in the outer parts of the disc there is a considerable
radial and perpendicular heating. Using test particles of a Galaxy-sized model orbited
by a dwarf galaxy, Quillen et al. (2009) studied the external parts of the disc, reporting
the induce of a warp, the flattening of the metallicity gradients due to stellar migration
(any radial displacement) and spiral structure development.

The Milky Way is the chemically best known galaxy. In the solar neighborhood
there are more metal-rich stars that were born in inner Galactocentric radii (Feuillet
et al., 2018), allowing the study of the thin and thick disk in the Galaxy independently.
Grieves et al. (2018) combined stellar ages and MARVELS radial velocities (Ge et al.,
2008) to explore local chemo-kinematics near the Milky Way’s plane. They found that
the thin disk has stars of all ages at large radii (after excluding high eccentric stars), and
positive [Fe/H] skewness in the outskirts, suggesting that radial migration is important
in the metallicity scatter of the thin disc. Using a detailed thin disc chemical evolution
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model in N-body simulations for a MW-like galaxy, Minchev et al. (2013) study the
impact of in-situ chemical enrichment and radial mixing in the solar neighborhood.
They find that, due to radial mixing from mergers followed by additional radial mix-
ing driven by the bar and spiral, old metal-poor high-[a/Fe], usually associated with a
thick disc are in the solar vicinity, thus the thick disc could be a natural consequence
of stellar migration. Also Roškar et al. (2011) report the formation of the thick disc as
a natural process, because the stellar migrated population preserve its vertical energy,
but at larger radii, the disc surface density falls and the restoring force decreases, then
oscillations in the vertical direction increase.

A different conclusion is given by Minchev et al. (2012a). They analyzed the veloc-
ity dispersion in the vertical σz direction of migrating populations in Tree-SPH N-body
simulations. They found that the contribution to σz is negative and cools the disc in
smaller radii than a bars’ corotation radius. Vera-Ciro et al. (2014) found that migra-
tors are stars heavily biased with low vertical velocity dispersion, and respond easily to
non-axisymmetric perturbations, but do not see enough changes in the vertical structure
to thick the disc, supporting Minchev et al. (2012a) conclusions. In contrast, they re-
port that outward migrators cool down whereas inward migrators heat up the thin disc.

In a different scenario, combining observations from The AMBRE project (Guiglion
et al., 2016) with a simple Galactic model (taken from Kubryk et al. 2013), Prantzos
et al. (2017) consider separately stellar blurring and churning, and are able to explain
the “double-branch” Li behavior, observed in the thin and thick Galactic disks. This
last is formed by stars with ages larger than 9 Gyr.

Not only individual stars are affected by RM. N-body simulations show that in a
Milky Way-like disk, star clusters migrate to the inner region of the Galaxy, resulting
in a fast disintegration of the cluster due to a strong tidal disruption (Fujii & Baba,
2012). Following red-giant stars close the Galactic disk plane using CoRoT-APOGEE
data (Anders et al., 2017a), open clusters are less prone to tidal disruption while mi-
grate from the inner parts of the disk up to 5 - 8 kpc, steeping the local intermediate-age
cluster metallicity gradient in the Solar neighborhood (Anders et al., 2017b).

There has been an intense debate among researcher about the importance of RM in
galactic evolution. Using N-body tree-SPH simulations, Minchev et al. (2012b) found
that a disc can triple its extent and flattens its initial radial metallicity gradients be-
cause of radial mixing (any change in L) due to bar and spiral instabilities driven by
secular evolution, then the stars in the outskirts have high velocity dispersion in the
radial direction. Analyzing the spontaneously-forming spiral structure and the angular
momentum exchange in an isolated galactic disk, Roškar et al. (2012) found that the
spiral structure is transient in amplitude and some stars are tossed from one coratation
radius to another, reaching up to 5 kpc in only 0.5 Gyr. On the contrary, for the spe-
cific case of the Sun, Klačka et al. (2012) obtain significantly different radial migration
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of the Sun, reporting that migrates less than 0.4 kpc if there was a four-armed spiral
structure in the Galaxy, while distances between 0.3 - 1.2 kpc can be reached from its
origin, if there was a two-armed spiral pattern. Their results are practically insensitive
on the spiral structure strength.

Observational support for the influence of RM in different types of disk galaxies is
proposed by Ruiz-Lara et al. (2017). Through a galactic surface brightness study from
CALIFA survey, they find that RM mixes the stellar content flattening the radial stel-
lar properties, but it strongly depends on the surface brightness profile. Unfortunately
they cannot quantify its importance in shaping spiral galaxies, and consider processes
like star formation or satellite accretion that might play a significant role. Also analyz-
ing the radial distribution of the oxygen abundances with MUSE, Sánchez-Menguiano
et al. (2018) using a sample of 102 spiral galaxies, found that some galaxies show lower
(higher) oxygen abundance values in the inner (outer) regions than the expected and
derived the distribution of slopes for the abundance gradient and found a large dis-
persion in the distribution of slopes. They suggest that radial motions might play an
important role shaping the abundance profiles. Additionally, an interesting way to
quantify how far the stars can travel in a galaxy, due to the observed galactic metal
mixing, was proposed by Sánchez et al. (2015), estimating a typical mixing scale length
rmix ∼ 0.4re, with re the effective radius, for the NGC 6754 galaxy. The rmix could
be associated with dynamical effects.

Recent works show some discrepancies between observational data and simulations.
Using analytically based simulations, Daniel et al. (2019) found that even when a star
is subject to RM (strictly in corotation), this can be also heated by the ultra harmonic
resonances overlapping, produced by transient spiral arms that have their own coro-
tation radius between 4 and 10 kpc, because they have different pattern speeds. Up
to 40% of stars that experience RM in the solar surroundings also experience resonant
overlapping (Daniel et al., 2019).

Zhuang et al. (2019) explored the influence of radial mixing of a bar and spiral
arms, using the radial stellar metallicity in a sample of 244 CALIFA galaxies. Using
the stellar population profile, find that the effects produced by radial mixing, do not
show strong correlations with stellar population gradients, concluding that radial mix-
ing only provides a secondary influence on the gradients.

Assuming that it is possible to infer the formation radius of a star (knowing elemen-
tal abundances and age and the metallicity profile of the ISM at the time of formation),
and using orbital information derived from Gaia DR2 data and radial velocities, Feltz-
ing et al. (2020) found that about half of their star sample (red giant branch stars)
have experienced churning or blurring. They also find that only 10% experienced RM
and between 5-7% of stars have never experienced radial mixing.
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1.5.2 Observations: Metallicity distribution functions in galaxies

Since the middle of the last century, the idea of traveling stars from their birth places to
a new location was in the mind of the astronomers. Chemically speaking, the evolution
of spiral galaxies show traits stellar (and gas) radial displacements (Ohnishi, 1975) and
in the density-wave theory of young stars (Lin et al., 1969). Recently, for The Milky
Way, the best known galaxy with high resolution observation, shows the connection
between the MDF and radial migration. This link explains the shapes of the MDF,
arguing that the migration of stars is needed to justify the positive skewness in the
outer disc, as can be seen in Figure 1.4 (Hayden et al., 2015).

More recently, the great galactic surveys have provided much information about
external galaxies, even to make statistical analysis for disc galaxies, along the Hubble
sequence. Figure 1.5 shows the resolved MDF for near spiral galaxies, showing the
skewness also observed in the Galaxy. This skewness in the MDF cannot be explained
only taking into account evolutionary chemical models, therefore it is necessary to
consider the stellar radial migration produced by dynamical effects (Mej́ıa-Narváez
et al., 2020).

1.6 The Problem and Motivation

This PhD thesis project proposes a comprehensive, and at the same time, detailed
study of the efficiency of important dynamical phenomenologies in disc galaxies, caused
mainly by one large-scale non-axisymmetric features: spiral arms. Among the prob-
lems that will be tackled are radial mixing: radial migration and radial heating, and
mimic their effects on the chemical elements distribution within discs, in different mor-
phological types of galaxies. This phenomenology has been mainly studied from the
theoretical point of view, in the Milky Way, where chemical elements distribution and
dynamical studies are better observed. More recently, surveys such as CALIFA or
SDSS/MaNGA, have allowed to observe with some confidence, phenomenologies such
as radial migration, providing the information on kinematics and chemical elements
distributions. Here, it is proposed then to extend theoretical studies within the Milky
Way, to all type of disc galaxies in a near future.

The purpose is to understand what are the main factors that dictate the effective-
ness and extension of radial migration (and its consequences in the chemical elements
distribution for instance), in two different types of disc galaxies, from the early smoother
types, to the cold late types. Morphological and dynamical differences among galaxies
will for sure induce variations in the stellar dynamics.

This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 are described the axisymmetric
and spiral potentials, and the initial conditions that were used for the test-particles
simulations. In chapter 3 are presented the rotation curves of the specific galactic
models for Sa and Sc galaxies. In chapter 4 are presented the diagnostics to study the
radial migration and their results. Finally, in chapter 5 are presented the discussion
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Figure 1.4: Observed MDFs of the Milky Way for different radii and height in z. The

bottom panel shows the negative (inner radii) and positive (outer radii) skewness, signal

of radial migration. Figure 5 taken from Hayden et al. (2015).
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Figure 1.5: Observed MDF as a function of morphological type and different radii of a

sub sample of near spiral galaxies, showing the negative (inner radii) and positive (outer

radii) skewness, signal of radial migration. Figure 6 taken from Mej́ıa-Narváez et al. (2020).

and conclusions achieved during this Ph.D. project.
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Chapter 2

Test-particles simulations

Nowadays, theoretical studies of galactic dynamics need to be verified through numeri-
cal simulations designed beneath observational databases, resulting from great current
surveys. In this context, the era of large databases and the theoretical predictions of
galaxies provide a good theoretical-observational picture of the matter contained and
observed in galactic structures.

There are two approaches to study the stellar dynamics in galaxies: stationary
models and N-body simulations. The first one is based on a constant gravitational
potential produced by the imposed axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric components.
On the other hand, N-body simulations provides a complete evolutive description of
the problem, in the sense of the Poisson and Boltzmann equations, hence, the galaxy
relaxes itself and forms the structures allowed from its initial conditions. In N-body
simulations the potentials and forces are changing at each moment and this is their
main advantage, i.e., self-consistency: if there is a change in the density, there will
be a change in the forces as well. Even the N-body simulations are a great tool, the
resolution becomes important because the higher the resolution, the most expensive
the simulation, and the non-adjustability represent disadvantages of those codes if a
systematic study is needed.

Depending on what exactly is wanted to be achieved, the computational approach
must be chosen. For the study of stellar dynamics, stationary models emerge as a
suitable option. So, for the purpose of this work, test-particles simulations have been
chosen. The aim is a systematic analysis of the individual stellar orbits affected by the
structural and dynamical parameters of the spiral arms in a galaxy, that may produce
radial migration.

In this sense, the conveniences of steady potentials are:

• Mathematically simple and computationally cheap.

• They are fully adaptable and allow to built-up specific galaxies by controlling
their parameters values.
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• The study of dynamics, in particular the stellar orbits can be developed with very
high precision.

• Have a large number of particles with a low computational cost.

• These models are orbital-consistent, this means that orbits follow the imposed
potentials given the orbital support.

In the next sections, the potentials for the axisymmetric background, the spiral
arms and the initial conditions used to build different proposed galactic models are
described, meanwhile in chapter 3 the particular cases of Sa and Sc galaxies, equations
of motion and technical issues of the computational code are treated.

2.1 Axisymmetric potentials

The galactic model used in this work is represented by a 3D steady state composed
potential. It consists of a Plummer (Plummer, 1911) for the bulge, a Miyamoto-Nagai
(Miyamoto & Nagai, 1975) distribution for the disc, and for the dark matter halo, we
adopted a Hernquist profile (Hernquist, 1990).

Considering the gravitational constant G=1, then, the Galactic units are fixed and
the longitude is given in kpc, velocity in 10 km s−1, mass in 2.32 ×107M�, potential
in 100 km2 s−2.

The density (ρB) for the bulge has the form:

ρB(R, z) =
3b21MB

4π(R2 + z2 + b21)5/2
, (2.1)

where MB is the bulge mass, R =
√
x2 + y2 and b1 is the radial scale-length of the

bulge. Then, the potential is:

ΦB(R, z) = − MB(
R2 + z2 + b21

)1/2 , (2.2)

and the forces are:

FBx(x, y, z) = − xMB(
R2 + z2 + b21

)3/2 , (2.3a)

FBy(x, y, z) = − yMB(
R2 + z2 + b21

)3/2 , (2.3b)
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2.1 Axisymmetric potentials

FBz(x, y, z) = − zMB(
R2 + z2 + b21

)3/2 , (2.3c)

For the disc, the expression for the density is:

ρD(R, z) =
b2MD

4π

a2
2R

2 +
(
a2 + 3

√
z2 + b22

)(
a2 +

√
z2 + b22

)2

(
R2 +

(
a2 +

√
z2 + b22

)2
)5/2

(z2 + b22)3/2

(2.4)

where MD is the disk mass, again R =
√
x2 + y2 and a2 and b2 are the disk scale-

lengths. The associated potential has the form:

ΦD(R, z) = − MD(
R2 +

[
a2

2 +
(
z2 + b22

)1/2]2
)1/2

, (2.5)

It is interesting that depending on the selection of the a2 and b2 parameters can be
represented a spherical system or a infinitely thin disk.

For the disc, the forces are:

FDx(x, y, z) = − xMD(
x2 + y2 +

[
a2

2 +
(
z2 + b22

)1/2]2
)3/2

, (2.6a)

FDy(x, y, z) = − yMD(
x2 + y2 +

[
a2

2 +
(
z2 + b22

)1/2]2
)3/2

, (2.6b)

FDz(x, y, z) = −
zMD

(
a2 +

(
z2 + b22

)1/2)(
x2 + y2 +

[
a2

2 +
(
z2 + b22

)1/2]2
)3/2 (

z2 + b22
)1/2 , (2.6c)

Finally the density (ρH) for the halo is given by:

ρH =
MH

2π

a3

r

1

(r + a3)3
. (2.7)

MH is the total halo mass, r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 and a3 is a scale-length. Its potential

is:

ΦH(r) = −GMH

r + a3
, (2.8)

and the corresponding forces are:

FHx(x, y, z) = − xGMH

r(r + a3)2
, (2.9a)
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FHy(x, y, z) = − yGMH

r(r + a3)2
, (2.9b)

FHz(x, y, z) = − zGMH

r(r + a3)2
. (2.9c)

2.2 Spiral arms: cosine potential

The Tight-Winding Approximation (TWA) is a two-dimensional potential that sim-
ulates the Lin & Shu (1964) spiral arms. It is based on the idea of density waves
proposed by Lindblad (1960) and developed under the assumptions of a steady and low
amplitude perturbations and small pitch angles. This expression is known as well as
the cosine potential.

The cosine potential to model the spiral arms gravitational contribution is maybe
the most used in the literature. It is a simple and complete analytic expression includ-
ing its derivatives. A 3D spiral contribution is used in this work.

Here, the spiral arm potential with a vertical contribution was taken from Patsis &
Grosbøl (1996),

Φs(R,φ, z) = f(R) cos[2φ+ g(R)]sech2

[
z

z0

]
, (2.10)

where (R,φ, z) are the cylindrical coordinates in a non-inertial reference frame rotat-
ing with the pattern speed of the spiral arms, f(R) = −AR exp(−εsR) is the amplitude
function of the perturbation being A and εs = 1

Rs
the amplitude and the inverse of

the radial scale-length of the spiral arm. The geometry of the spiral pattern (locus) is
given by

g(R) = − 2

N tan ip
ln[1 + (R/Rs)

N ], (2.11)

where ip is the pitch angle, Rs is the start position for the spiral arms and N is a
constant that shapes the starting point of the spiral arms (Roberts et al., 1979). In the
present work, N is set to 100 (see Pichardo et al. 2003 for more details).
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2.3 Initial conditions

Now, the forces for the spiral arms are:

Fxs(x, y, z) = AR−1 expεsR

{
x cos

(
2

N tan ip
ln

[
1 +

(
R

Rs

)N])
(

2− εs(x
2 − y2)

R
− x2 − y2

R2
+

4xyRN−2

tan ip (RNs +Rn)

)
+

2 sin

(
2

N tan ip
ln

[
1 +

(
R

Rs

)N])
(
y − x2yεs

R
− (x2 − y2)xRN−2

tan ip(RNs +Rn)
− x2y

R2

)}
sech2

(
z

z0

)
, (2.12a)

Fys(x, y, z) = AR−1 expεsR

{
y cos

(
2

N tan ip
ln

[
1 +

(
R

Rs

)N])
(

2− εs(x
2 − y2)

R
− x2 − y2

R2
+

4xyRN−2

tan ip (RNs +Rn)

)
+

2 sin

(
2

N tan ip
ln

[
1 +

(
R

Rs

)N])
(
x− xy2εs

R
− (x2 − y2)yRN−2

tan ip(RNs +Rn)
− xy2

R2

)}
sech2

(
z

z0

)
, (2.12b)

Fzs(x, y, z) = −AR exp(−εsR) cos

[
2φ+− 2

N tan ip
ln
[
1 + (R/Rs)

N
]]

−2 sech2
(
z
z0

)
tanh

(
z
z0

)
z0

 . (2.12c)

2.3 Initial conditions

To specify the positions and velocities of the disc test particles, the work of Hernquist
(1993) is used, a technique resting in Jeans equations and for sake of completeness it
is briefly described below.

Disc particle positions are determined once the density profile is specified by using,
for instance, the von Newmann rejection technique (Press et al., 1992).

To determine their velocities we employ the second moment of the Collisionless
Boltzmann Equation for an axisymmetric distribution:

v2
c− < vφ >

2= σ2
φ − σ2

R −
R

Σ

∂(Σσ2
R)

∂R
, (2.13)
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2. TEST-PARTICLES SIMULATIONS

where vc is the circular velocity, vφ is the azimuthal velocity, σφ and σR are the az-
imuthal and radial velocity dispersions, where it has been assumed that the velocity
ellipsoid is aligned with the coordinate axes. This expression can be simplified even
further by assuming:

σ2
R(R) ∝ Σ(R), (2.14)

and that the azimuthal dispersion is given by the epicyclic approximation1 as:

σ2
φ(R) = σ2

R

κ2

4Ω2
c

, (2.15)

where κ, the epicycle frequency is

κ =

(
4Ω2

c +R
dΩ2

c

dR

)
, (2.16)

and Ωc, the angular frequency is

Ωc(R) =

(
1

R

∂Φ

∂R

)1/2

, (2.17)

where Φ is the background potential.
With these assumptions Equation 2.13 reduces to

v2
c− < vφ >

2= σ2
R

[
κ2

4Ω2
− 1− 2

∂(lnΣ)

∂lnR

]
. (2.18)

The radial dispersion velocity can be specified to a given radius, R•, using the
Toomre Q• parameter as a constraint

σR(R•) = Q•
3.36GΣ

κ2
, (2.19)

we take Q• = 1.2 at R• = 2a2, where a2 is the disc radial scalelength, to ensure local
stability. The vertical dispersion is given by

σ2
z = πGΣ(R)b2, (2.20)

where b2 is the disc vertical scaleheight.
Finally, the cartesian velocities can be obtained from Gaussian distributions with

dispersions σz, σR and σφ and combining these last two with Equation 2.18 to obtain
the azimuthal streaming velocity.

1For more details see section 3.2.3 of Binney & Tremaine (2008).
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2.4 Caveats of the model

2.4 Caveats of the model

Even if the steady model is a powerful tool, there are some caveats that must be
considered:

• The potentials are not self-consistent because they do not satisfy the Poisson and
Boltzmann equations.

• They do not allow to study the galaxy evolution. They do not evolve in time.

• The cosine potential is a mathematical solution and it is restricted to be used
with small pitch angles for the spiral arms. However, this is a first approximation
and it is important to notice the fact of this supposition.

• The models only consider the rotation curve of the galaxies, instead of considering
the entire kinematic maps.

• To set the initial conditions, it is important to focus in the fact that the epicyclic
approximation is used, which means that the stellar orbits are considered near,
or at least very circular.

• Even in this study the central regions of the galaxies are not being considered
in the general analysis, it is important to mention that the cosine potential has
a spurious central structure like a bar. Although, this spurious bar can be sub-
tracted from the potential, it was left because the purpose of this project was
focused on the effect of the spiral arms mainly at the corotation region.
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Chapter 3

Galactic models

With the aim to study the influence of the spiral arms parameters on different types
of isolated galaxies and quantify their effects on radial migration, a large number of
simulations with test particles were carried out. In the particular case of this study, all
the expressions for the potentials and the forces are completely analytical, and that is
what reduces the computational time. Based on that, a large number of different types
of galaxies can be modeled and it allows to do an exploration in the galactic parameters
in both, the axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric potentials.

The orbits of the test particles are computed individually to study their behaviour,
where the equations of motion (Binney & Tremaine, 2008):

a = −∇Φ− 2Ωsp × v− Ωsp × (Ωsp × r) = −∇Φeff − 2Ωsp × v, (3.1)

are solved in the non-inertial reference frame system, rotating with a constant angu-
lar velocity given by the spiral arms pattern speed Ωsp, where a, Φeff = Φ(r)− 1

2 |Ωsp×
r|2, v, r, −2Ωsp × v and −Ωsp × (Ωsp × r) are the acceleration, effective potential,
velocity, position, Coriolis and centrifugal forces respectively. The orbits of the test
particles in this galactic model are followed by 5 Gyr using a Runge-Kutta integrator
(Press et al., 1992) and the Jacobi energy

EJ ≡
1

2
v2 + Φaxi + Φsp −

1

2
|Ωsp × r|2, (3.2)

has a relative error (EJini − EJfin)/EJini around 10−14. It is important to mention
that the Jacobi energy is the only quantity that is conserved in the rotating reference
frame and it is very useful to ensure the accuracy of the calculations: on the rotating
reference frame, the potential is again time-independent. Each galactic model has its
own set of resonances, depending on its characteristics and they are clarified later.

The extent of the spiral arms is principally due to an efficient exchange of angular
momentum of the stars between the main resonances of the galaxies. Theoretically,
the spiral arms go from the ILR to the OLR, but, in accordance with Contopoulos
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3. GALACTIC MODELS

& Grosbøl (1986), the maximum response in density is around the 4:1 resonance, for
strong spiral arms and there, they must end due to the different orientations of the
stellar orbits inside and outside this resonance. However, if the spirals are nearly weak,
the gap formed precisely in 4:1 is small and the response in density can be prolonged
until CR, meaning that the linear theory can be valid for weak spirals, where the strong
non-linear effects are much less important than in the case of strong arms, causing gaps
in 6:1, 8:1 and other resonances.

In all cases, the spiral arms are grown adiabatically during the first Gyr, to avoid
a non-negligible transient response of the orbits resulting from an abrupt introduction
of the spiral arms, which may lead to a spurious or non physical response. One Gyr is
enough time to guarantee the smooth transition from a pure axi-symmetric potential
to a potential where the non axi-symmetric one has been introduced, because the time
needed to complete an entire orbit at the corotation resonance is smaller, about a half
Gyr for the longest period.

Different lapses of time are used to explore the influence of the parameters on the
stellar dynamics, clearly specified in each case. To study radial migration, the concept
of “restricted migration” has been defined, having in mind the fact that if the Jacobi
energy is conserved, then no net stellar migration can occur because this migration
becomes cyclical. However, the effect of the spiral arms can be seen even in this
conservative approach. Here, the radial migration refers to restricted migration.

Two different galactic models have been selected for two reasons: the Sa and Sc
galaxies. The first one is that the Sa galaxies are more massive in general than Sc
galaxies and the second one is that is more difficult to perturb the disk with spiral arms
in a Sa than in a Sc galaxy. With this, the two extremes of the normal spiral galaxies
are covered and in a certain way we can conclude that the possible results obtained in
a Sb galaxy are between the results presented here. The adopted parameters of the
axisymmetric galactic potential, for each morphological galaxy type, are summarized in
Table 3.1. The background potential and the quotients between the masses are chosen
like it was performed in Pérez-Villegas et al. (2012, 2013). It should be stressed that
all Sa (Sc) models possess the same axisymmetric background, the difference among
each model is in the spiral arm parameters as it is shown in Table 3.2. It is worth
mentioning that, in the literature, there are many efforts to build mass models to fit
observed rotation curves of spiral galaxies, for instance, a large number of fits can be
consulted in Sofue (2016) and more recently in Kalinova et al. (2017) and reference
therein.

This work studies a large number of models where some of the relevant parameters
of the spiral arms potential such as the radial scale length, Rsp, the pattern speed, Ωsp,
the pitch angle, ip, and the amplitude were varied. A fiducial case for each galactic
type was adopted to compare its results with those obtained in the other models, in
order to verify if the RM is larger or smaller, isolating the effects of each parameter of
the spiral arms. Those fiducial cases are shaded in Table 3.2 respectively. The values
for the radial scale-length of the spiral arms, Rsp, are consistent with the results of
the work of Mata-Chávez et al. (2019) who found that this scale is larger by 5% -
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Figure 3.1: Pitch angle range of different galactic types. Taken from Ma et al. (2000).

40% than the radial scale-length of the disc of a Milky Way-like galaxy. Also, for the
pitch angle (Figure 3.1) was included a maximum value of ip = 40◦ (Ma et al., 2000;
Yu & Ho, 2020) since larger values may lead to a model dominated by chaotic orbits,
if the chaotic behaviour becomes pervasive, the orbits supporting the spiral arms will
be destroyed (Pérez-Villegas et al., 2012, 2013, 2015). An interesting study where the
pitch angle can be linked to the super massive black hole and the mass of the hosting
galaxy is make by Davis et al. (2017, 2019).

Regarding the pattern speed values used here, they are consistent with the results by
Fathi et al. (2009). They found in a sample of 10 spirals using the Tremaine–Weinberg
method with Hα observations, that the derived gas kinematics of disc galaxies can be
used to derive the pattern speed with enough precision if the star formation is well
spread in the galaxy.

Figure 3.2 shows the rotation curve and the contribution of each component of the
Sa (top left panel) and Sc (top right panel) models. Following the expressions of the
epicycle (Equation 2.16) and angular frequencies (Equation 2.17), the positions of the
different resonances for each galactic model are estimated (bottom panel of Figure 3.2),
depending on the spiral arms pattern Ωsp and when Ωsp = Ω − κ

2 , Ωsp = Ω + κ
2 , and

Ωsp = Ω, the positions of the Inner Lindblad Resonance (ILR), the Outter Lindblad
Resonance (OLR), and the corotation resonance (CR) are fixed, respectively. The
positions of the resonances for both models are given in Table 3.3.

Figure 3.3 shows the test-particle distribution at t = 0 for the Sa and Sc galaxies.
The number of particles in all simulations (Sa and Sc models) are one million distributed
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Table 3.1: Axisymmetric parameters for the Sa and Sc models.

Parameters of the Sa and Sc galactic models

Axisymmetric background

Parameter Value

Sa Sc

b1[kpc] 2.5 1

a2[kpc] 7 5.3

b2[kpc] 1.5 0.25

a3[kpc] 33 36

Vc [km s−1] 320 170

MB[1011M�] 1.1 0.1

MD[1011M�] 2.2 0.51

MH [1012M�] 1.6 0.48

Table 3.2: Values for the parameters of the spiral arms model adopted for the Sa and Sc

galaxies, to study their role in the radial migration in the disk.

Spiral arms parameters of the adopted models

Parameter ASa BSa CSa DSa ASc BSc CSc DSc

Rsp [kpc] 7 8.75 7 7 5.31 6.64 5.31 5.31

ip [◦] 20 20 30 20 20 20 40 20

Ωsp [km s−1kpc−1] 20 20 20 20 15 15 15 20

A [km2s−2kpc−1] 950 950 950 650 650 650 650 650

The blue and orange full columns show the fiducial cases for the Sa and Sc galaxies, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Top panel shows the rotation curve of the early and late type galaxy models

for the axisymmetric background potential. Bottom panel shows the resonances positions

of the models for the two pattern speeds used in this work (see Table 3.2).
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Table 3.3: Resonance positions for the Sa and Sc models. Ωsp for the Sa model is 20 km

s−1 kpc−1 and for the model Sc there are two different pattern speeds, 15 and 20 km s−1

kpc−1, fixing two different sets of resonances.

Sa Sc

Resonance Ωsp = 20 Ωsp = 15 / 20

Position [kpc]

ILR 4.3 2.55 / 1.96

Inner 4/1 10.2 6.7 / 5

Inner 6/1 11.96 8.4 / 6.25

Inner 8/1 12.87 9.2 / 7

CR 15.6 11.48 / 8.71

Outer 4/1 18.33 13.7 / 10.42

Outer 6/1 19.24 14.56 / 11.17

Outer 8/1 21 16.26 / 12.42

OLR 25.35 19.5 / 15.14
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Figure 3.3: Particle distribution at t = 0 for the Sa (top panels) and Sc (bottom panels)

galaxy models. The colour bar shows the particle density.

in the disc, in accordance with the total potential formed by the bulge, disc and the
dark matter halo.
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Chapter 4

Results and Analysis

In order to analyse the radial migration, it is estimated, in three different times, the
changes in angular momentum in the z-component ∆Lz = Lz,f − Lz,i, radius ∆R =
Rf − Ri and eccentricity ∆ecc = eccf − ecci, from the initial time ti to the final time
tf , where Lz,i, Ri, and ecci are the values of the each particle at ti, and Lz,f , Rf , and
eccf are the values of the same particle at tf .

For the eccentricity, was taken the following expression (Arifyanto & Fuchs, 2006;
Minchev et al., 2012a)

ecc =

√
u2 + κ2

Ω2 v2

r2κ2
, (4.1)

where u is the radial velocity respect to the galactic center, v = Vc−Vφ with Vc and Vφ
the circular and tangential velocities respectively, κ is the radial epicyclic frequency, Ω
is the angular frequency and r is the galactocentric distance at a given time.

Due to the fact that the cosine potential shows a spurious bar-like component in
the central part (Pérez-Villegas, 2013) which might cause non physical variations of
the eccentricity in the central region within 5 and 3 kpc (Sa and Sc galaxies), we avoid
that region for our analysis.

4.1 Early-type spiral galaxy (Sa)

In this section, the results of ∆Lz ∆R and ∆ecc of the Sa galaxy type are presented. In
each subsection, the results are discussed separately to show independently the effect
of the spiral arms parameters on RM.

4.1.1 Changes in Lz

Figure 4.1 shows the ∆Lz along the radial distance, Ri, for the four models presented
here. From top to bottom, each row represents the models ASa, BSa, CSa, DSa, where
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the fiducial case is ASa (see Table 3.2) and from left to right, each column shows ∆Lz
between different time intervals from 2-3, 3-4, and 2-4 Gyr.

For the model ASa (first row in Figure 4.1), around the CR region the particles have
larger ∆Lz than in other radius, and that they are spread in a diagonal centered at
this resonance. Around CR resonance, the particles have a maximum of |∆Lz| ∼ 2000
kpc km s−1 in the three different intervals of time.

For the model BSa (second row in Figure 4.1), the scale length of the spiral arms
is 1.25 times larger than for the model ASa, and |∆Lz|, ∼ 2500 kpc km s−1. Also it is
clear that for this model the particles are spread along the radius in a wider way than
for model ASa, and it does not depend on the time intervals, as can be seen in the
different columns of the second row. In the third column, seems to be a larger change
than in the other two intervals of time, and it can be attributed to the cumulative effect
due a larger time of analysis.

Model CSa(third row in Figure 4.1) has a pitch angle larger by 10º with respect to
the model ASa, and |∆Lz| is similar for all the time intervals and there is not a relevant
difference respect to the model ASa, except that the diagonal formed around the CR is
sharper than in model ASa.

Finally, for Model DSa (fourth row in Figure 4.1), the spiral arm amplitude has
been decreased, then |∆Lz| ∼ 1500 kpc km s−1 and is smaller compared to model ASa.
Again, as it was expected, the larger ∆Lz and in the spread particles around CR in
ASa (or smaller for DSa) are directly caused due to the amplitude of the spiral arms.

4.1.2 Changes in R

Figure 4.2 shows the changes in radii, ∆R, of the stellar orbits for the Sa models. Anew,
the first row is the fiducial case (see Table 3.2). Some differences can be found in ∆R,
among the time intervals of 1 and 2 Gyr around CR, but principally in the OLR, where
the different behaviour is evident (third panel). Around the CR, ∆R is smaller than
10 kpc and the particles are spread in a diagonal, like they were spread in the ∆Lz
analisys. In the first two panels, ∆R seems to be larger in OLR than in CR, however,
the number of particles is small. Those large displacements were also observed in N -
body simulations, where particles with very high radial migration were called “extreme
migrators” by Halle et al. (2018). In particular, in those simulations, this behaviour
was attributed to the bar OLR, while for our simulations, these are due to the spiral
arms. For all times, ridges are connected with the position of the resonances, where
the larger displacement is observed.

In the second row (BSa), ∆R is bigger than in ASa. In these panels, more parti-
cles near CR and OLR populate the zone around ∆R ∼ 10 kpc, either increasing or
decreasing their radii, and these displacements are larger than in model ASa.

The row showing the results of model CSa, is very similar to the fiducial model, not
only in magnitude of the changes in radii, but in the shapes formed around CR and the
OLR. As can be seen for the case CSa, a different pitch angle has not much influence
on the behavior of the stellar orbits, compared to the Model ASa. Around the region
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Figure 4.1: Changes in Lz, given in kpc km s−1, for three different intervals of time

(columns). Rows correspond to Models ASa, BSa, CSa and DSa, respectively. The blue

dashed, dashed-dotted and dotted lines indicate the Inner, corotation and the Outer Lind-

blad resonances of the system, while the red ones designate the ultra-harmonic resonances

(4:1, 6:1, 8:1, 1:8, 1:6, and 1:4, from left to right).
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where the ultra harmonic resonances inside CR are located, approximately 13 kpc, a
zone with ridges is formed, possibly due to the effect of these resonances.

The fourth row, where the amplitude has been decreased, the effect in the radii
of the particles is even smaller than in the case CSa, confirming the findings in the
Lz analysis. For the Model DSa, the largest displacements are slightly larger than 5
kpc (inward or outward) in the CR region, while in distances close to the OLR, |∆R|
can reach more than 10 kpc. This phenomenon were associated with the “extreme
migrators”, formerly discussed. In this case, a zone with ridges in radii around the
ultra harmonic resonances (∼ 13 kpc) is also formed.

Until now, the Model BSa shows the larger changes in both, Lz and R, which is
a trace of the process of RM. Then, a larger Rsp produces more RM. To confirm this
assumption, |∆ecc| is analysed in the next section.

4.1.3 Changes in eccentricity

As a last diagnosis, ∆ecc is analysed and the results are shown in Figure 4.3, which
has the same structure than Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. Recalling the fact that RM
has large changes in Lz, R and small or none changes in ecc in the resonances regions,
principally in CR, Figure 4.3 allows to figure out if the exploration of the parameters
of the spiral arms produce RM or heating.

Among the three first rows of Figure 4.3, Model BSa is the one that has a larger
Rsp and this results in a stronger spiral arm. Even when ∆ecc is larger in BSa, along
the radial distance, it is clear that mainly in the CR resonance, changes in eccentricity
are lower, or at least, remain as in the surroundings radii, where there is no change in
Lz nor R and actually there is change in ecc. This is, in different places than in CR or
OLR, there are heating instead of RM.

For the Model DSa, the effect is less clear, due to the weakness of the spiral arms
compared to the fiducial case. However, the same phenomenon occurs in this model,
like in the other previous three.

4.1.4 Quantifying radial migration

After examining |∆Lz|, |∆R| and |∆ecc| in the previous sections, though a systematic
study of the spiral arms parameters, the evidence suggests that there is RM in all
models, but the most important parameter is the radial scale length Rsp of the arms.

To quantify this affirmation, Figure 4.4 shows the histograms of the particles that
originally were in a certain bin, and after 4 Gyr (from 0 to 4), were moved from its
“birth” place. The size of the bins is 3 kpc and are normalized to the initial number of
particles at t=0.

In the blue bin, the shape of the curves seems to be symmetrical with respect to the
center, but in the rest, all the shapes of the curves show a positive (negative) skewness if
the bin is before (after) the corotation radius. The green and red bins are particularly
of interest, because they are around the CR resonance, where RM occurs, and this
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Figure 4.2: Changes in R as a function of the initial radius of the particles, given in kpc,

for three different intervals of time (columns). Rows correspond to Models ASa, BSa, CSa

and DSa, respectively. The blue dashed, dashed-dotted and dotted lines indicate the Inner,

corotation and the Outer Lindblad resonances of the system, while the red ones designate

the ultra-harmonic resonances (4:1, 6:1, 8:1, 1:8, 1:6, and 1:4, from left to right).
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Figure 4.3: Changes in ecc as a function of the initial radius of the particles, for three

different intervals of time (columns). Rows correspond to Models ASa, BSa, CSa and

DSa, respectively. The blue dashed, dashed-dotted and dotted lines indicate the Inner,

corotation and the Outer Lindblad resonances of the system, while the red ones designate

the ultra-harmonic resonances (4:1, 6:1, 8:1, 1:8, 1:6, and 1:4, from left to right).
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Figure 4.4: Histograms of the number of particles for all models consisting of 5 bins

of 3 kpc length starting in 6 kpc. The blue dashed-dotted correspond to the corotation

resonance of the system. Each coloured bin represents the initial radii at t = 0 and the

curves are the distribution of the same particles at t = 4 Gyr. The green and red bins are

located around the corotation resonance, it is clear that the dispersion of particles is larger

in this zone than in other places for all models. However, Model BSa (dashed lines) spreads

more particles originally in the green and red coloured bins to other places. Histograms

are normalized to the initial number of particles at t = 0.
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effect is more evident. The green and red dashed lines in the histogram in those bins,
from 12 to 15 and 15 to 18 kpc, represent the case where Rsp is larger and move more
particles than other models. Model ASa (solid line), in the bins around CR (green and
red), moves ∼ 52 % of the particles originally placed there at t=0 Gyr, while Model
BSa (dashed line), in the same bins, moves ∼ 60% of the particles. It means that the
model BSa produces displacements in the stars of more than 3 kpc ∼ 10% higher than
the Model ASa, which is in good agreement with the results achieved while ∆Lz,∆R
and ∆ecc were studied.

4.1.5 Comparing spiral arms radial scale length

Given the results of the previous sections, it is clear that the spiral arms Rsp is the
parameter with the highest migration production, and it has been established after the
tests, that it is sufficient to analyze the change in Lz to compare different spiral scale
lengths in the same galaxy.

Figure 4.5 shows ∆Lz for four different Rsp in different times. From top to bottom,
the Ssp is increased from 0.5, 0.75, 1 and 1.25 times the disc radial scale length a2 = 7
kpc, and the respective values are 3.5, 5.25, 7 and 8.75 kpc. It is clear that the effect
on the test particles grows systematically from small changes around 500, up to five
times, 2500 kpc km s−1 large ∆Lz.

4.1.6 Radial migration in a non-conservative potential

Until now, the concept of “restricted” radial migration has been studied. As the Jacobi
energy is conserved, the radial migration is not durable and the particles oscillate
around the corotation resonance. However, the results shown above are useful for
determining the influence of the spiral arms on stellar orbits. According to SB02, a
non-conservative potential is needed to produce effective migration.

Figure 4.6 shows the evolution of a Sa galaxy when the spiral arms are adiabatically
introduced, from t = 0 to t = 1 Gyr, where the Jacobi energy is not conserved.

The green and red dashed lines in the nearest bins to CR (also green and red),
exhibit the same behaviour than for the case where the Jacobi energy is conserved.
The Model BSa disperses more particles than any other model. For the model ASa, the
41 and 47 % of the particles that initially where in the third and four bins, are spread
outside to a new position, and in comparison with the model BSa, model ASa produces
lees RM, because model BSa spreads 51 and 54 % of the particles in the same bins.
This represents a higher RM by about 10 and 7% respectively.

4.1.7 Cuts in z direction

In agreement with the previous tests, any combination of parameters of the spiral arms
produces radial migration, although the most important is Rsp. Initially, the particles
have a distribution in radius, but also in the z direction. Similarly, the spiral arms have
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Figure 4.5: Changes in Lz as a function of the initial radius of the particles, for three

different intervals of time (columns). Rows correspond to Models where Rsp= 0.5 a2,

0.75 a2, a2, and 1.25 a2, where a2 = 7 kpc. The blue dashed, dashed-dotted and dotted

lines indicate the Inner, corotation and the Outer Lindblad resonances of the system, while

the red ones designate the ultra-harmonic resonances (4:1, 6:1, 8:1, 1:8, 1:6, and 1:4, from

left to right).
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Figure 4.6: Histograms of the number of particles for all models consisting of 5 bins

of 3 kpc length starting in 6 kpc. The blue dashed-dotted correspond to the corotation

resonance of the system. Each coloured bin represents the initial radii at t = 0 and the

curves are the distribution of the same particles at t = 4 Gyr. The green and red bins are

located around the corotation resonance, it is clear that the dispersion of particles is larger

in this zone than in other places for all models. However, model BSa (dashed lines) spreads

more particles originally in the green and red coloured bins to other places. Histograms

are normalized to the initial number of particles at t = 0.
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a vertical contribution to the plane, represented by a hyperbolic secant. The question
naturally arises whether all particles are affected in the same way if they are near the
galactic plane or if they are above or below it.

Figure 4.7 shows ∆Lz of the particles with |z| < 0.5 kpc, roughly 70% and Figure 4.8
shows the particles with |z| > 0.5 kpc. In both cases, the density is lower than in
Figure 4.1 (no z cuts), but it is clear that particles near the galactic plane are more
affected and reach the larger ∆Lz, thus, the particles with small z are very prone to
move radially due to the spiral arms, strongly modifying the stellar dynamics. If this
were not the case, the particles with |z| > 0.5 kpc, would show large changes in Lz and
this is not seen in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, so this trend supports the previous claim.

Like in the case of the study of ∆Lz making cuts in z direction, Figure 4.9, Fig-
ure 4.10, Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, show the results of the equivalent analysis in ∆R
and ∆ecc. It confirms the facts seen in ∆Lz. Qualitatively, the particles near the plane
are more affected by RM than the particles that are at higher z.

Summary 1: Sa galaxy

• In all models for the Sa galaxy, always there is RM mainly at the CR, no
matter the set of spiral arm parameters.

• In the models, the most important parameter for the production of RM is
the spiral arm scale-length, tossing the 53 and ∼ 60% for Model ASa and
Model BSa, respectably, for their original bins at t = 0. Those particles
preserve the circularity of their orbits, evidencing the existence of RM.
These stellar movements cause positive (negative) skewness inside (outside)
of the radial particle distribution around the CR.

• There are particles that move further than 10 kpc, inward or outwards,
from their initial positions. These particles are called “extreme migrators”
(Halle et al., 2018).

• The changes in Lz increase as a function of the spiral arm scale-length,
Rsp. This states that RM depends on this parameter.

• If the potential is non-conservative, effective RM is produced in accordance
with Sellwood & Binney (2002).

• The particles with |z| < 0.5 kpc are the most affected by the spiral arms
and show the largest changes in Lz.
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Figure 4.7: Changes in Lz as a function of the initial radius of the particles, given in

kpc km s−1 with |z| < 0.5 kpc, for three different intervals of time (columns). Rows

correspond to Models ASa, BSa, CSa and DSa, respectively. The blue dashed, dashed-

dotted and dotted lines indicate the Inner, corotation and the Outer Lindblad resonances

of the system, while the red ones designate the ultra-harmonic resonances (4:1, 6:1, 8:1,

1:8, 1:6, and 1:4, from left to right). Results are very similar to those seen in Figure 4.1,

but the density is slightly lower and no substantial differences are observed.
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Figure 4.8: Changes in Lz as a function of the initial radius of the particles, given in

kpc km s−1 with |z| > 0.5 kpc, for three different intervals of time (columns). Rows

correspond to Models ASa, BSa, CSa and DSa, respectively. The blue dashed, dashed-

dotted and dotted lines indicate the Inner, corotation and the Outer Lindblad resonances

of the system, while the red ones designate the ultra-harmonic resonances (4:1, 6:1, 8:1,

1:8, 1:6, and 1:4, from left to right). Results are very similar to those seen in Figure 4.7,

but the density is slightly lower and no substantial differences are observed.
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Figure 4.9: Changes in R as a function of the initial radius of the particles, given in kpc,

for three different intervals of time (columns). Rows correspond to Models ASa, BSa, CSa

and DSa, respectively. The blue dashed, dashed-dotted and dotted lines indicate the Inner,

corotation and the Outer Lindblad resonances of the system, while the red ones designate

the ultra-harmonic resonances (4:1, 6:1, 8:1, 1:8, 1:6, and 1:4, from left to right). Here are

shown all the particles with |z| < 0.5 kpc (about the 70% of the total) and the density falls

compared with Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.10: Same as figure Figure 4.9. Here are shown the particles with |z| > 0.5 kpc

(∼ 30% of the total).
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Figure 4.11: Changes in ecc as a function of the initial radius of the particles, for three

different intervals of time (columns). Rows correspond to Models ASa, BSa, CSa and

DSa, respectively. The blue dashed, dashed-dotted and dotted lines indicate the Inner,

corotation and the Outer Lindblad resonances of the system, while the red ones designate

the ultra-harmonic resonances (4:1, 6:1, 8:1, 1:8, 1:6, and 1:4, from left to right). All

particles with |z| < 0.5 kpc (about 70% of the total) are plotted here and in comparison

with Figure 4.3, the density decreases, but the general behaviour remains.
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Figure 4.12: Same as Figure 4.11. Here are shown all the particles with |z| > 0.5 kpc (∼

30% of the total).
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4.2 Late-type spiral galaxy (Sc)

4.2.1 Changes in Lz

Figure 4.13 shows the ∆Lz as function of the initial galactocentric distance, Ri, for
the Sc models. From top to bottom, each row corresponds to the evolution of the
different models as described in chapter 3, and from left to right, each column shows
∆Lz between different time intervals 2-3, 3-4, and 2-4 Gyr.

For the fiducial model ASc (first row in Figure 4.13), the particles showing larger
changes in ∆Lz are seen around the CR region, where they are spread in a diagonal
centered at this resonance, independently of the chosen time interval, with a maximum
of |∆Lz| ∼ 1000 kpc km s−1. When the difference in time is 1 Gyr (two first panels),
the ∆Lz seems to have a similar behaviour, but for the difference in time of 2 Gyr
(third panel), the accumulative effect could be the responsible of the larger changes
seen in ∆Lz and the spread in Ri.

Looking at Model BSc, for which the radial scale, Rsp, of the spiral arms has been
increased by around 25% with respect to the fiducial model ASc (second line in Fig-
ure 4.13), it shows an increase in ∆Lz, clearly exceeding the maximum value found in
Model ASc, no matter the time. Around CR, not only larger changes in ∆Lz than in
Model ASc occur, but also a larger spread in R is seen. In the surrounding of CR, a
zone of dispersed particles is formed.

Regarding Model CSc (third line in Figure 4.13), which has a pitch angle larger by
a factor of two with respect to the fiducial Model ASc, ∆Lz seems to have a similar
evolution for all the considered time intervals and is only slightly larger than the changes
shown in Model ASc. Finally, for Model DSc (fourth line in Figure 4.13), similar to the
fiducial Model ASc but with a lager pattern speed, Ωsp, for the spiral arms, it can be
seen that |∆Lz| is similar to the one observed in the CR of Model ASc. Notice that the
location of the CR radius is closer to the centre and they cannot be compared directly,
however, the overall behaviour is similar.

4.2.2 Changes in R

Figure 4.14 is similar to Figure 4.13, but it shows the change in radii, ∆R, of the stellar
orbits. In the first row (the fiducial Model ASc), ∆R is larger than 5 kpc for time
intervals of 1 Gyr around CR and the OLR and less than 5 kpc in other regions. The
cumulative effect in two Gyr is clearly seen in the third panel, where ∆R can reach up
to 10 kpc in the OLR region. It seems that OLR has a stronger effect compared to
CR, however, the number of particles spread in OLR is fewer than in CR. Those large
displacements were discussed in 4.1.2

For Model BSc (second row), ∆R is bigger than in the fiducial Model ASc. In these
panels, particles near CR and OLR can travel more than 10 kpc (inward or outward),
these displacements are significantly larger than those observed in model ASc. On the
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Figure 4.13: Changes in Lz as a function of the initial radius of the particles, given in

kpc km s−1, for three different intervals of time (columns). Rows correspond to Models

ASc, BSc, CSc, and DSc, respectively. The blue dashed, dashed-dotted, and dotted lines

indicate the Inner, corotation and the Outer Lindblad resonances of the system while, the

red ones designate the ultra-harmonic resonances (4:1, 6:1, 8:1, 1:8, 1:6, and 1:4, from left

to right). The colour bar shows the particle density in a logarithm scale.
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Figure 4.14: Changes in R as a function of the initial radius of the particles, given in kpc,

for three different intervals of time (columns). Rows correspond to Models ASc, BSc, CSc

and DSc, respectively. The blue dashed, dashed-dotted and dotted lines indicate the Inner,

corotation and the Outer Lindblad resonances of the system, while the red ones designate

the ultra-harmonic resonances (4:1, 6:1, 8:1, 1:8, 1:6, and 1:4, from left to right).
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other hand, both Models CSc and DSc show a similar global behaviour than Model ASc,
with small differences. For instance, the ridges around the resonances in Model CSc

are more well defined than in Model ASc while, in Model DSc, the change ∆R in the
OLR is larger than in the region around corotation.

Despite all parameters of the spiral arms play a role in the process of radial migra-
tion, clearly, the most relevant (like in the Sa models), is the radial scale length Rsp of
the spiral arms (Model BSc), leading to larger changes in Lz and R, as is shown in the
results of Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14, respectively.

4.2.3 Changes in eccentricity

To disentangle between radial migration and radial heating, the changes in eccentricity
are determined as defined in Equation 4.1. Figure 4.15 shows ∆ecc as a function of the
initial radii Ri at the same three time intervals shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14.
It can be seen that in the central region ∆ecc increases by large values but it is due,
in part, to the cosine spiral arms model since it has a non-physical bar-like behaviour
and, for the purposes of this study, this region is ignored. However, for all models
around CR, large changes in Lz (Figure 4.13) are observed, but small changes in ecc (
Figure 4.15) in CR and other resonances like the OLR, indicating that the stellar orbits
can move inwards or outwards preserving nearly circular orbits which is precisely the
mechanism of radial migration.

4.2.4 Quantifying radial migration

In order to quantify the effect of modifying the value of the parameters of the spiral
arms in the radial migration, the initial and the final position of each particle in the
Sc models are analysed. Figure 4.16 shows the particle distribution from t = 0 to
t = 4 Gyr. Each coloured 3 kpc-size bin represents the initial position of the particles,
and the colour curves are the final particle distribution. Each curve is normalized to
the number of particles in its corresponding bin at t = 0 Gyr. The solid, dashed and
dotted lines correspond to Model ASc, Model BSc and Model CSc, respectively. For
clarity, Model DSc is shown separately since the pattern speed of the spiral arms is
larger in this case, and the position of its resonances are closer to the central region
(Figure 4.16, bottom panel). It can be noticed from this figure that after 4 Gyr,
the shapes of the curves of the first bins closer to the inner region of the galaxy are
similar and roughly symmetrical, suggesting that radial migration is small. However,
the situation is completely different for the bins closer to the corotation resonance.
All the shapes of the curves show a positive (negative) skewness if the bin is before
(after) the corotation radius, indicating that radial migration is operating and moving
particles to larger (smaller) distances from their original positions. This is particularly
more clearly seen in Model B (dashed-line, upper panel of Figure 4.16). Also, some
positive skewness can be appreciated in Model DSc for the curve just before the OLR
with particles moving up to 10 kpc. These results are in agreement with the results
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Figure 4.15: Changes in eccentricity as a function of the initial radius of the particles,

for three different intervals of time given by the columns as in Figure 4.13. Rows indicate

Models ASc, BSc, CSc and DSc. The blue dashed, dashed-dotted and dotted lines are the

Inner, corotation and the Outer Lindblad resonances of the system, while the red ones

designate the ultra-harmonic resonances (4:1, 6:1, 8:1, 1:8, 1:6, and 1:4, from left to right).
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same than top row, but only for model DSc, where the resonances are placed in other zones

due to the different pattern speed of the spiral arms. Histograms are normalized to the

initial number of particles at t = 0.
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found in previous subsections. This skweness could be used to indirectly determine the
position of the principal resonances and, if the rotation curve of the galaxy is known,
the pattern speed could be estimated.

For Model ASc, the 50 , 55 and 41 % of the particles originally found at the third,
fourth and fifth bins (9-12, 12-15 and 15-18 kpc, respectively) at t = 0 Gyr, are spread
beyond their initial bin. These numbers are slightly different for the Model CSc, but not
enough to make a big difference. Instead, Model BSc has 59, 62 and 50 % of particles
that leave their original radial bin, showing a difference in the behaviour of the particles
around the main resonances of the system. This model has an increment about 10%
of particles that migrate compared to the Model ASc. For the Model DSc, the bins
around CR are the second, third, and fourth, with a spread particles of 50, 47, and
34 %, respectively. As it was mentioned before, this comparison is not straightforward
due to the differences in the resonances positions.

Summary 2: Sc galaxy

• All models for the Sc galaxy show radial migration mainly at the CR, no
matter the combination of parameters.

• As it was seen in the Sa galaxy models, also the spiral arm scale-length
produces a larger RM than other spiral arm parameters in the Sc mod-
els. For Model ASc, ∼ 50% of the particles around CR move from their
original place, and for the Model BSc the percentage is increased by 10%.
Again, the particle distributions have a positive (negative) skewness inside
(outside) the surroundings of CR.

• There are particles that move more than 10 kpc, inward or outwards. These
particles are known as “extreme migrators” Halle et al. (2018).

4.3 Comparison of radial migration in Sa and Sc galaxies

Even when the two galactic models are quite different, it is interesting to compare
the values of RM between them. The main results are discussed in Summary 1 and
Summary 2, where it can be confirmed that RM affects the hot and the cold dynamical
systems almost in the same proportion.

In the fiducial models (ASa and ASc), the produced RM around CR is larger for the
Model ASc than for the Model ASa, based on the displaced particles from their original
bins for both galaxies. Figure 4.17 shows the RM for each galaxy and the bins are 3
kpc sized.

In order to make a more accurate comparison between Sa and Sc galaxies, the par-
ticles distributions were normalized by their corresponding CR. Then, the comparison
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of RM is made in the regions around their own CR in both galaxies. With this, the
bin size is different in each model.

Figure 4.18 shows the normalized histogram from t=0 to t = 4 Gyr, where it is clear
that the Sc galaxy has a larger RM than the Sa galaxy. Figure 4.19 shows the changes
in radius for both galaxies, in their respective CR surroundings. The Sa galaxy has
more “extreme migrators” than the Sc galaxy, but there are more driven stars by the
Sc galaxy with small radial changes. Table 4.1 summarizes the characteristic values of
the particle distributions: median, standard deviation (σ), and the asymmetry of the
data distribution (skewness) of each bin presented in Figure 4.18.

Table 4.1: Characteristic values of the particle distribution of each bin in the Sa and Sc

galaxy models. The colour bin is the same as in Figure 4.18.

Coloured bin Sa Sc

blue 0.61 0.59

Median yellow 0.88 0.86

green 1.09 1.08

red 1.37 1.39

blue 0.11 0.13

σ yellow 0.15 0.19

green 0.15 0.2

red 0.14 0.2

blue 0.57 0.84

Skewness yellow 0.27 0.54

green -0.17 0.19

red 0.22 0.01
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

It is important to have in mind that radial migration can be studied in different ways.
This work focuses on the effect of radial migration on individual stars and isolated
galaxies through a systematic study. In the literature, this is first study devoted to
analyze the individual contribution to RM due to each spiral arms parameters. It is
worth mentioning that steady potentials played a key role to achieve the goals of this
Ph.D. thesis.

Here, a series of simulations using a fully analytical galactic model of an early-type
and a late-type spiral galaxy, were performed to study the effect of the structural and
dynamical parameters of the spiral arms on radial migration. The spiral arms potential
was introduced adiabatically during the first Gyr to avoid a spurious response of the
stellar distribution. To isolate the individual effect of each parameter of the spiral arms
model, simulations where carried out varying, with respect to the fiducial Model A, the
spiral radial scale length (Model B), the pitch angle (Model C), and the pattern speed
(Model D), for each type of galaxy (Sa and Sc galaxies). In this work were studied the
changes in Lz, R, and ecc of the disc particles in each model.

The main findings can be summarised as follows:

• The larger changes in Lz and R occur around corotation resonance, meanwhile
the change in eccentricity, ∆ecc, around this region is smaller compared to its
neighborhood. This is indicating that there is radial migration. This result is
valid for a Sa and a Sc galaxy.

• The most important parameter in the production of radial migration turns out to
be the radial scale length, Rsp, of the spiral arms, generating the largest changes
in Lz and R around corotation resonance and the smallest changes in the eccen-
tricity around that region. For the Sa galaxy, the 53% (third and fourth bins of
Figure 4.4) of the Model ASa and for the Model BSa 61 and 59% of the particles
in the third and fourth bins (12-15 and 15-18 kpc) are tossed to another bin.
This is just a little less than 10%. For the case of the Sc galaxy, 50, 55 and 41 %
of the particles found at the third, fourth and fifth bins (9-12, 12-15, and 15-18
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kpc, respectively) in Model ASc, are spread beyond their original bin, while these
percentages are larger by 10% for Model BSc (top panel of Figure 4.16).

Furthermore, the radial distribution of particles shows a positive (negative) skew-
ness inside (outside) corotation, a clear signature due to the spiral arms, for the
two galactic types.

• In the models, there are particles that move inward or outward up to ∼ 15
and ∼ 10 kpc for the Sa and Sc galaxies, respectively (Figure 4.19). The CR
and OLR contribute to those extreme migrators. This behavior is compatible
with the results from the N-body simulations performed by Halle et al. (2018).
Although, large changes in R are seen around the OLR in both galaxy models
(Sa and Sc), there are no changes in Lz and ecc, because of that, those signatures
cannot be called RM neither heating, according to the definition adopted in this
work. Therefore, a detailed orbital study is needed in order to understand which
dynamical processes are generating those large displacements.

• When the Rsp is systematically increased (3.5, 5.25, 7 and 8.75 kpc), changes in
Lz from 500 up to 2500 are observed. This is a clear evidence that RM strongly
depends on this parameter (Figure 4.5).

• For the case when the potential is non conservative (4.1.6), RM is also produced.
The particles originally in the third and fourth bins are spread, being the 42 and
48% for the Model ASa and the 52 and 54% for the Model BSa, then, RM is about
10% larger for the Model BSa than for the Model ASa (see Figure 4.6).

• When the particles are selected for their initial height in z direction ( |z| < 0.5
kpc or |z| > 0.5 kpc), no substantial changes respect to the analysis considering
the whole particles are seen. The main difference lies in the density, but not in
∆Lz,∆R or ∆ecc (see 4.1.7). Then, the particles more affected by RM are those
near the galactic plane.

• Comparing the effect of Rsp between Sa and Sc galaxies around their respective
corotation resonances, it is found that the percentage of displaced particles are
very similar, but is slightly larger for Sc galaxy than for the Sa one, due to the
fact that Sc is dynamically cooler than the Sa galaxy (see 4.1.4, 4.2.4).

This set of simulations with a cosine model for the spiral arms, clearly shows that
the radial scale length of the spiral arms plays a relevant role in defining at which extent
the radial migration affects the stellar orbits of the disc. Additionally, it is wanted to
stress that to have effective and lasting radial migration, the spiral arms should be
transient (see Sellwood & Binney (2002)). Nevertheless, using a steady spiral potential
a restricted radial migration can be seen. Even the spiral arms potential used here
has a spurious structure like a bar in the central region, the particles within those
radial distances are ignored, because the calculations are not physical. Additionally,
this structure is not imposing a new set of resonances, also, this study focuses on the
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regions around the spiral arms corotation resonance and at these distances, the effects
of the spurious structure in the stellar orbits are minimal and can be safely ignored.

Even though a bi-symmetric long-lasting spiral arm was adopted, other types of
spiral arms can be implemented such as flocculent or transient spiral arms with more
than 2 arms. In the case of the flocculent arms, they can be represented by randomly
seeding spherical structures (as a first approximation) along the spiral locus to mimic
molecular clouds, following a certain potential spectrum. For the transient arms, a
periodic function of time can be used, to grow or decrease the strength of the arm.
From N-body simulations with transient spiral arms, it has been measured that the
spiral arms lifetime is smaller than 500 Myr. Grand et al. (2014).

A sophisticated study, using a more realistic and variable potentials for the spiral
arms, is necessary. That study should take into account the interplay of the structural
and dynamical parameters of the spiral arms, including the chemical information that
could provide an improved approach to the analysis of radial migration in disc galaxies.
It should be kept in mind that not only the inner dynamical effects are able to incentive
RM in a galaxy, also external effects can contribute to RM such as interaction of galaxies
or satellites.

5.1 Future work

This Ph.D. project can go further in the following main topics:

• As it was shown in the plots of ∆R, there is a set of particles in the OLR that are
experiencing large displacements, but this signal is not see in ∆Lz neither ∆ecc.
It should be important to analyse the individual orbits of those particles in order
to understand their behaviour.

• An stellar orbital study can be implemented to verify the individual behaviour
of the particles in the potential, but it is a good idea to use a more realistic
potential based on a mass distribution for the spiral arms. Then the results can
be generalized to any kind of disc galaxy. Also, the stellar dynamics, according to
the results showed in this work, can be linked to a chemical evolution description
though the study of the shapes of the metallicity distribution functions and their
role in the chemical evolution from the dynamical point of view.

• An improved spiral arm potential, imposed on an axisymmetric background, will
be used to analyze the effect of the radial scale-length of the spiral arms (the most
important parameter) on the disc radial migration. An alternate way to study
the effect of the spiral arms parameters is to span the possible combinations of the
parameters of the background potential in a certain type of galaxy, for instance,
the mass and size of the bulge, disc, and/or halo according with the observational
data.
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• This study takes into account only the effects of the spiral arms on RM, but an
important and interesting analysis can be performed including a galactic bar based
on a mass model. This bar is not necessarily rotating with same pattern speed
of the spiral arms. This decoupling imposes a new set of dynamical resonances,
produced by the bar, and will be present along the disc, producing RM, heating
or both.

• Additionally, a chemical tagging can be used to compare theoretical models, based
on simulations, with observations of the great galactic surveys. This could provide
a better understanding which chemical evolutionary models are able to reproduce
the stellar chemical distribution of the galaxies.

• Also, using some clues in the shapes of the metallicity distribution functions,
some dynamical characteristics of the galaxies can be estimated in a reasonable
range, for example, the positions of the main resonances.
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Appendix A

Publications

In this Appendix is presented the published paper that this Ph.D. project has as results.

A.1 The influence of the spiral arm parameters on radial

migration in late type-like galaxies
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ABSTRACT
We performed test-particle simulations of a spiral late-type-like galaxy to study the radial migration in a steady potential. Our
model includes a bulge, a disc, a dark matter halo, and spiral arms represented by a cosine potential. We varied the structural
and dynamical parameters of the spiral arms to study the influence of each configuration on the stellar orbits, such as the pitch
angle, the radial scale length, and the pattern speed. We analysed the changes in the z component of the angular momentum (Lz),
radius (R), and eccentricity of individual stars at different times. We found that the stellar orbits are affected by radial migration
in all cases. Also, we found that the most relevant parameter to the radial migration phenomenon, in co-rotation, is the radial
scale length of the spiral arms.

Key words: galaxies: disc – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: spiral – galaxies: structure.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Spiral arms are one of the most striking and intriguing features in
spiral galaxies. In recent years, there has been an intensive ongoing
research in this field to have a better understanding why different
spiral patterns are observed, spanning from flocculent, great design,
and bisymmetric structures (e.g. Hart et al. 2018, and references
therein). In a dynamical context, spiral arms play a relevant role in
the stellar orbital dynamics by modifying the angular momentum,
leading to some stars moving several kpc beyond the place where
they were born, and/or by heating up the stellar disc (Edvardsson
et al. 1993; Wielen, Fuchs & Dettbarn 1996). In a seminal work,
Sellwood & Binney (2002) proposed a dynamical mechanism for
explaining this physical process, the so-called radial mixing, which
results from the interaction, in co-rotation (CR), of a perturbing
potential, like a spiral arm, on the stellar orbits that move in a smooth
galactic axisymmetric potential.

The basic mechanism consists in that a change in the specific
orbital angular momentum in the z component, Lz, can be only driven
by non-axisymmetric forces, like spiral arms, bars, or molecular
clouds. The radial mixing is divided into two branches: ‘churning’,
which means a change in Lz but not in the eccentricity of the
stellar orbit, which is commonly referred to as radial migration,
and ‘blurring’ implying changes in both Lz and eccentricity, and it is
known as dynamical stellar heating or simply heating (Schönrich &
Binney 2009).

However, it should be pointed out that in the literature there is
not a general consensus on the definition of radial migration. Some
authors consider that radial migration is a change in Lz but without
a change in the orbital eccentricity (Vera-Ciro et al. 2014; Loebman

� E-mail: gmartinez@astro.unam.mx (GM-B); hmv@astro.unam.mx (HV);
mperez@astro.unam.mx (AP-V)

et al. 2016; Martinez-Medina et al. 2016); none the less, blurring is
considered by some as migration (Minchev & Famaey 2010). In this
work, we will adopt the radial migration as a churning mechanism
(Sellwood & Binney 2002; Schönrich & Binney 2009).

The study of radial mixing with restricted simulations using a
steady galactic model with the spiral arms represented by a cosine
potential and/or also by including a quadrupole bar has been exten-
sively used in the literature (Quillen et al. 2009; Monari, Famaey &
Siebert 2016a; Monari et al. 2016b; Hunt & Bovy 2018; Hunt et al.
2018a,b, 2019). In particular, Minchev & Famaey (2010) found
that the overlapping of resonances is a more efficient mechanism
than transient spiral arms alone to mix material due to stellar radial
migration along the regions where this overlapping occurs in the disc.
Similar results have been found by Martinez-Medina et al. (2016)
employing spiral arms and bar models based on a mass distribution
for these components (Pichardo et al. 2003; Pichardo, Martos &
Moreno 2004). However, more detailed N-body + smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations show that these transient spiral
arms could develop different pattern speeds, moving the CR radius
in a more wider region of the disc giving rise to radial migration
in this more ample region (Grand, Kawata & Cropper 2012). Also,
in models with a bar where the slowdown of the bar pattern speed
moves CR radius outwards they produce radial migration towards
external regions of the disc (Halle et al. 2018).

Both radial migration and heating are not processes that can be
measured directly; for this, we must resort to indirect studies through
the metallicity distribution function (MDF hereafter). Recent surveys
such as APOGEE for the Milky Way (Eisenstein et al. 2011) and
CALIFA for external galaxies (Mejı́a-Narváez et al. 2020) have been
measuring the stellar metallicity (Eisenstein et al. 2011) due to the
information that can be extracted from the shape, skewness, and
the extent of the MDF of a galaxy, giving us an insight about how
radial migration has occurred (Hayden et al. 2015; Aumer, Binney &
Schönrich 2016; Loebman et al. 2016; Martinez-Medina et al. 2017).
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Furthermore, local chemo-kinematics studies near the disc plane of
the Milky Way show that the thin disc component has stars of all
ages at large radii with a positive [Fe/H] skewness in the outskirts,
suggesting that radial migration has a relevant role in the metallicity
scatter of the thin disc (Grieves et al. 2018).

In an N-body simulation of a Milky Way-like galaxy, it is found
that stars with very eccentric orbits in the central region can be
tossed several kpc outwards near the bar outer Lindblad resonance
(OLR) and they are circularized after a few Gyr, so it can be seen
as an ‘inverse process to heating’ (Halle et al. 2018; Khoperskov
et al. 2020). Also, particles with a low eccentricity and lagging
a short-lived local density peak can migrate outwards of the disc
(Comparetta & Quillen 2012). The spiral arms induce an increase
of the vertical velocity dispersion of the stars. However, this vertical
heating is small and it does not account for the thickening of the
disc, and hence the formation of the thick disc; even more, stars
with very large vertical velocity dispersion are less prone to radially
migrate (Vera-Ciro et al. 2014; Vera-Ciro, D’Onghia & Navarro
2016; Mikkola, McMillan & Hobbs 2020). In addition, it is seen
in N-body Tree/SPH simulations that, in the presence of a bar,
the vertical velocity dispersion of inward migrating populations is
smaller than that of the non-migrating populations; therefore, the
inward migrating stars have a negative contribution to the vertical
heating by ‘cooling’ the disc at smaller radii than at the CR position
of the bar (Minchev et al. 2012b). On the other hand, Roškar et al.
(2011) suggested that radial migration would be a natural mechanism
to contribute to the formation of the thick disc in the sense that despite
the radial velocity dispersion is not increased, the migrating stellar
population conserves its vertical energy and, at larger radii, the disc
surface falls and in consequence its restoring force decreases. This
could cause an increase in the vertical oscillations, favouring the
formation of the thick disc.

On the observational side, data have accumulated in recent years
indicating that this mechanism of radial migration has been working
in our Galaxy and external galaxies. Radial metallicity gradients are
of particular interest because they clearly can show the process of
radial migration. Some simulations have shown that the initial radial
metallicity gradient flattens due to the radial mixing produced by the
bar and spiral arms (Minchev et al. 2012a). In particular, if the spiral
structure is transient, this defines a CR region where stars may move
from one radius to another, reaching up to 5 kpc in less than 0.5 Gyr
(Roškar et al. 2011).

In simulations of restricted test particles, of a Milky Way-like
model, with transient spiral arms and different pattern speeds, it is
found that stars in CR, in addition to experiencing radial migration,
also experience radial heating due to the overlap of ultra-harmonic
resonances (Daniel et al. 2019). About 40 per cent of the stars in
the solar neighbourhood have experienced both radial migration
and heating by this overlapping of resonances. Furthermore, in a
previous work, Klačka, Nagy & Jurči (2012) indicated that the Sun
has migrated at most 1.2 kpc due to the action of spiral arms; however,
recent numerical simulations suggest that these non-axisymmetric
perturbations have caused a displacement of the Sun of around 3 kpc
from its current position due to radial migration (Tsujimoto & Baba
2020).

Using observational data from the AMBRE project (de Laverny
et al. 2013) and a semi-analytical model for the Milky Way (Kubryk,
Prantzos & Athanassoula 2013), Prantzos et al. (2017) were able to
explain the behaviour of the Li/H double branch versus metallicity
observed in the local thin and thick disc components as a result
of radial migration. Also, by combining the radial information
and velocities from the second Gaia data release (DR2; Gaia

Collaboration 2018) and assuming that it is possible to infer the
formation radius of a sample of the branch of the red giants, it is
found that some stars have experienced churning or blurring. From
this sample, about 10 per cent have experienced radial migration
while about 5–7 per cent of them have never been affected by this
process (Feltzing, Bowers & Agertz 2020).

Through a galactic surface brightness study using a sample of
the CALIFA survey, made by Ruiz-Lara et al. (2017), it is found
that radial migration mixes the stellar content, flattening the radial
stellar properties such as light, age, and metallicity distributions.
However, it strongly depends on the disc characteristics of each
galaxy. The authors also suggest that processes like star formation
or accretion might be as important as radial migration in the mixing
of the stellar properties. In an oxygen abundance study in a sample
of spiral galaxies from MUSE, Sánchez-Menguiano et al. (2018)
found that some of them have lower (higher) oxygen abundances
in the inner (outer) regions than the expected distribution. Even
more, they show a large dispersion in the slope distribution of these
abundance gradients. Also, Zhuang et al. (2019) investigated the
influence of radial migration due to a bar and the spiral arms in the
stellar populations, using the radial stellar metallicity information,
in a sample of 244 galaxies from CALIFA. They found that radial
migration seems to play a secondary role since there is not a strong
correlation among its effects and the stellar population gradients.

In order to study the possible influence of radial migration in
late-type galaxies, we performed a series of simulations varying the
structural and dynamical parameters of the spiral arms. This work
is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our adopted late-
type galaxy and spiral arms models. Section 3 presents the results of
our simulations. Finally, a discussion and conclusions are drawn in
Section 4.

2 TEST-PA RTI CLE SI MULATI ONS

With the aim to study the influence of the spiral arms parameters on
a late-type galaxy, we carry out simulations with test particles. For
the sake of clarity, we briefly describe below the models used for this
work.

2.1 The model for late-type galaxies

The galactic model for the late-type galaxy is represented by a 3D
steady state composed potential. It consists of a Plummer profile
with a mass of MB = 1010 M� and a scale length rB = 1 kpc for
the bulge (Plummer 1911), a Miyamoto–Nagai distribution for the
disc with a mass MD = 5.1 × 1010 M� and with the scale lengths
a = 5.31 kpc and b = 0.25 kpc, respectively (Miyamoto & Nagai
1975). For the halo, we adopted a Hernquist profile with a mass of
MH = 4.8 × 1011 M� and a scale length of rH = 33 kpc (Hernquist
1990). The contribution of each component to the rotation curve of
the model is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1.

Following Contopoulos & Grosbol (1986), we represent the spiral
arms by the cosine potential:

�spiral(R, φ, z) = f (R) cos[2φ + g(R)]sech2

[
z

z0

]
, (1)

where (R, φ, z) are the cylindrical coordinates in a non-inertial
reference frame rotating with the spiral arms, f(R) = −ARexp (−
R/Rsp) is the amplitude function of the perturbation being A and Rsp

the amplitude and radial scale length of the spiral arm. The vertical
contribution to the potential was taken from Patsis & Grosbol (1996).
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Influence of spiral arms on radial migration 5921

Figure 1. Top panel shows the rotation curve of our late-type galaxy
model for the axisymmetric background potential. Bottom panel shows the
resonance positions of the model for the two pattern speeds used in this work.

Table 1. Values for the parameters of the spiral arms model adopted in this
work to study their role in the radial migration in the disc.

Spiral arms parameters
Parameter A B C D

Rsp (kpc) 5.31 6.64 5.31 5.31
ip (◦) 20 20 40 20
�sp (km s−1 kpc−1) 15 15 15 20
A (km2 s−2 kpc−1) 650 650 650 650

The geometry of the spiral pattern (locus) is given by

g(R) = − 2

N tan ip
ln[1 + (R/Rs)

N ], (2)

where ip is the pitch angle, Rs is the start position for the spiral arms,
and N is a constant that shapes the starting point of the spiral arms
(Roberts, Huntley & van Albada 1979). In this work, N is set to 100
(see Pichardo et al. 2003 for more details).

In this work, we study four models where we vary some of
the relevant parameters of the spiral arms potential such as the
radial scale length, Rsp, the patter speed, �sp, and the pitch angle,
ip. In all these cases the amplitude was kept fixed and equal
to A = 650 km2 s−2 kpc−1. In Fig. 1, we have summarized the
different parameter values for the spiral arms models where, we
have adopted Model A as our fiducial model. All models share the
same axisymmetric background galactic potential. The values for
the radial scale length of the spiral arms, Rsp, in Fig. 1 are consistent
with the results of the work of Mata-Chávez et al. (2019) who found
that this scale is larger by 5– 40 per cent than the radial scale length
of the disc of a Milky Way-like galaxy. Also, for the pitch angle
we included a maximum value of ip = 40◦ (Ma et al. 2000; Yu &
Ho 2020) since larger values may lead to a model dominated by

chaotic orbits, if the chaotic behaviour becomes pervasive, the orbits
supporting the spiral arms will be destroyed (Pérez-Villegas et al.
2012; Pérez-Villegas, Pichardo & Moreno 2013, 2015). Meanwhile,
the pattern speed values are consistent with the results by Fathi et al.
(2009). Bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows the positions of the different
resonances for our galaxy model. The blue line corresponds to spiral
arms with a pattern speed of �sp = 15 km s−1 kpc−1 while the
red line to a pattern speed of �sp = 20 km s−1 kpc−1, and when
�sp = � − κ

2 , �sp = � + κ
2 , and �sp = �, the positions of the

Inner Lindblad Resonance (ILR), the OLR, and the CR resonance
are fixed, respectively. Table 1 gives the spiral arms parameters of
our models.

The equations of motion are solved in the non-inertial reference
frame system, rotating with a constant angular velocity given by
the spiral arms pattern speed �sp. The orbits of the test particles in
this galaxy potential model are followed by 5 Gyr using a Runge–
Kutta integrator (Press et al. 1992) with a Jacobi energy conservation
better than 10−14. In all cases, the spiral arms are grown adiabatically
during the first Gyr, to avoid a non-negligible transient response of the
orbits resulting from an abrupt introduction of this non-axisymmetric
perturbation that may lead to a spurious radial migration.

2.2 Initial conditions for test particles

To specifying the positions and velocities of the disc test particles,
we resort to the work of Hernquist (1993), a technique resting in
Jeans equations and for sake of completeness we describe it briefly
below.

Test particle positions are drawn from the Miyamoto–Nagai
disc distribution and to determine their velocities we employ the
second moment of the Collisionless Boltzmann Equation for an
axisymmetric distribution:

v2
c− < vφ >2= σ 2

φ − σ 2
R − R

�

∂(�σ 2
R)

∂R
, (3)

where it has been assumed that the velocity ellipsoid is aligned with
the coordinate axes. This expression can be simplified even further
by assuming:

σ 2
R(R) ∝ �(R), (4)

and that the azimuthal dispersion is given by the epicyclic approxi-
mation as

σ 2
φ (R) = σ 2

R

κ2

4�2
, (5)

where κ and � are the epicycle and angular frequency, respectively.
With these assumptions, equation (3) reduces to

v2
c− < vφ >2= σ 2

R

[
κ2

4�2
− 1 − 2

∂(ln�)

∂lnR

]
. (6)

The radial dispersion velocity can be specified to a given radius,
R•, using the Toomre Q parameter as a constraint

σR(R•) = Q•
3.36G�

κ2
, (7)

we take Q• = 1.2 at R• = 2a to ensure local stability. The vertical
dispersion is given by

σ 2
z = πG�(R)b. (8)

Finally, the Cartesian velocities can be obtained from Gaus-
sian distributions with dispersions σ z, σ R, and σφ and combining
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5922 G. Martı́nez-Bautista et al.

Figure 2. Changes in Lz, given in kpc km s−1, for three different intervals of time (columns). Rows correspond to Models A, B, C, and D, respectively. The blue
dashed, dash–dotted, and dotted lines indicate the ILR, CR, and OLR positions of the galaxy, while the red dotted lines indicate the ultra-harmonic resonances
(4:1, 6:1, 8:1, 1:8, 1:6, and 1:4, from left to right). The colour bar shows the particle density in a logarithm scale.

these last two with equation (6) to obtain the azimuthal streaming
velocity.

3 R A D I A L M I G R AT I O N

In order to analyse the radial migration, we estimate the change in
angular momentum in the z-component (�Lz = Lz,f − Lz,i), radius
(�R = Rf − Ri), and eccentricity (�ecc = eccf − ecci) in an interval
of time from ti to tf. For the eccentricity, we take the following
expression (Arifyanto & Fuchs 2006; Minchev et al. 2012a)

ecc =
√

u2 + κ2

�2 v2

r2κ2
, (9)

where u is the radial velocity respect to the galactic centre, v = Vc −
Vφ with Vc and Vφ the circular and tangential velocities, respectively,
κ is the radial epicyclic frequency, � is the angular frequency, and r
is de galactocentric distance.

Due to the cosine potential shows a spurious bar-like component
in the central part which might cause non-physical variations of the
eccentricity in the central region within 3 kpc, we avoid that region
for our analysis.

3.1 Changes in Lz

Fig. 2 shows the �Lz as function of the initial galactocentric distance,
Ri, for our models. From top to bottom, each row corresponds to the
evolution of the different models as described in Section 2.1, and
from left to right, each column shows �Lz between different time
intervals 2–3 Gyr, 3–4 Gyr, and 2–4 Gyr.

For our fiducial model A (first line in Fig. 2), the particles showing
larger changes in �Lz are seen around the CR region, where they
are spread in a diagonal centred at this resonance, independently of
the chosen time interval, with a maximum of |�Lz| ∼ 1000 kpc km
s−1. When the difference in time is 1 Gyr (two first panels), the �Lz

seems to have a similar behaviour, but for the difference in time of
2 Gyr (third panel), the accumulative effect could be the responsible
of the larger changes seen in �Lz and the spread in Ri.

Looking at Model B, for which the radial scale, Rsp, of the spiral
arms has been increased by around 25 per cent with respect to the
fiducial model A (second line in Fig. 2), it shows an increase in �Lz,
clearly exceeding the maximum value found in Model A, no matter
the time. Around CR, not only larger changes in �Lz than in model
A occur, but also a larger spread in R is seen. In the surrounding of
CR, a zone of dispersed particles is formed.
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Influence of spiral arms on radial migration 5923

Figure 3. Changes in R, given in kpc, for three different intervals of time (columns). Rows correspond to Models A, B, C and D, respectively. The blue dashed,
dash–dotted, and dotted lines indicate the ILR , CR, and OLR positions of the galaxy, while the red ones designate the ultra-harmonic resonances (4:1, 6:1, 8:1,
1:8, 1:6, and 1:4, from left to right).

Regarding Model C, which has a pitch angle larger by a factor of
two with respect to the fiducial model A (third line in Fig. 2), �Lz

seems to have a similar evolution for all the considered time intervals
and is only slightly larger than the changes shown in Model A.
Finally, for Model D, similar to the fiducial Model A but with a larger
patter speed, �sp, for the spiral arms (fourth line in Fig. 2), we can see
that |�Lz| is similar to the one observed in the CR of Model A. Notice
that the location of the CR radius is closer to the centre and they can-
not be compared directly, however, the overall behaviour is similar.

3.2 Changes in R

Fig. 3 is similar to Fig. 2, but it shows the change in radii, �R,
of the stellar orbits. In the first row (our fiducial Model A), �R is
larger than 5 kpc for time intervals of 1 Gyr around CR and the
OLR and less than 5 kpc in other regions. The cumulative effect in
two Gyr is clearly seen in the third panel, where �R can reach up
to 10 kpc in the OLR region. It seems that OLR has stronger effect
compared to CR, however, the number of particles spread in OLR is
fewer than in CR. Those large displacements were also observed in
N-body simulations, where particles with very high radial migration

were called ‘extreme migrators’ by Halle et al. (2018). In particular,
in those simulations, this behaviour was attributed to the bar OLR,
while for our simulations, these are due to the spiral arms. For all
times, ridges are connected with the position of the resonances, where
the larger displacement is observed.

For Model B (second row), �R is bigger than in our fiducial Model
A. In these panels, particles near CR and OLR can travel more than
10 kpc (inward or outward), these displacements are significantly
larger than those observed in Model A. On the other hand, both
Models C and D show a similar global behaviour than Model A, with
small differences. For instance, the ridges around the resonances in
Model C are more well defined than in Model A while, in Model D,
the change �R in the OLR is larger than in the region around CR.

Despite all parameters of the spiral arms play a role in the process
of radial migration, clearly, the most relevant is the radial scale length
Rsp of the spiral arms pattern (Model B), leading to larger changes in
�Lz and �R as is shown in the results of Figs 2 and 3, respectively.

3.3 Changes in eccentricity

To disentangle between radial migration and radial heating, we
determine the change in eccentricity as defined in equation (9). Fig. 4
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5924 G. Martı́nez-Bautista et al.

Figure 4. Changes in eccentricity for three different intervals of time given by the columns as in Fig. 2. Rows indicate Models A, B, C, and D. The blue dashed,
dash–dotted, and dotted lines are the ILR, CR, and OLR positions of the galaxy, while the red ones designate the ultra-harmonic resonances (4:1, 6:1, 8:1, 1:8,
1:6, and 1:4, from left to right).

shows �ecc as a function of the initial radii Ri at the same three time
intervals shown in Figs 2 and 3. It can be seen that in the central region
�ecc increases by large values but it is due, in part, to the cosine spiral
arms model since it has a non-physical bar-like behaviour and, for
our purposes, this region is ignored. However, for all models around
CR, we can observe large changes in Lz (Fig. 2) but small changes in
ecc (Fig. 4) in CR and other resonances like the OLR, indicating
that the stellar orbits can move inwards or outwards preserving
nearly circular orbits which is precisely the mechanism of radial
migration.

3.4 Quantifying the changes

In order to quantify the effect of modifying the value of the
parameters of the spiral arms in the radial migration, we analyse
the initial and the final position of each particle in our models. Fig. 5
shows the particle distribution from t = 0 to t = 4 Gyr. Each coloured
3 kpc-size bin represents the initial position of the particles, and
the colour curves are the final particle distribution. Each curve is
normalized to the number of particles in its corresponding bin at

t = 0 Gyr. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines correspond to Model
A, Model B, and Model C, respectively. For clarity, Model D is
shown separately since the pattern speed of the spiral arms is larger
in this case and hence the position of its resonances are closer to
the central region (Fig. 5, bottom panel). It can be noticed from
this figure that after 4 Gyr the shapes of the curves of the first bins
closer to the inner region of the galaxy but not to CR are similar
and roughly symmetrical suggesting that radial migration is small.
However, the situation is completely different for the bins closer to the
CR resonance, all the shapes of the curves show a positive (negative)
skewness if the bin is before (after) the CR radius, indicating that
radial migration is operating and moving particles to larger (smaller)
distances from their original positions. This is particularly more
clearly seen in Model B (dashed-line, upper panel of Fig. 5). Also,
some positive skewness can be appreciated in Model D for the curve
just before the OLR with particles moving up to 10 kpc. These results
are in agreement with the results found in previous subsections. This
skewness could be used to indirectly determine the position of the
principal resonances and, if the rotation curve of the galaxy is known,
the pattern speed could be estimated.
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Influence of spiral arms on radial migration 5925

Figure 5. Top row shows the histograms of the number of particles for
Models A, B, and C consisting of 5 bins of 3 kpc length starting in 3 kpc.
The blue dash–dotted and dotted lines correspond to the CR and the OLR of
the galaxy. Each coloured bin represents the initial radii and the curves are
the distribution of the same particles after 4 Gyr. The green and red bins are
located around the CR resonance, it is clear that the dispersion of particles
is larger in this zone than in other places for all models. However, Model B
(dashed lines) spreads more particles originally in the green and red coloured
bins to other places. Bottom row is the same than top row, but only for Model
D, where the resonances are placed in other zones due to the different pattern
speed of the spiral arms. Histograms are normalized to the initial (t0) number
of particles.

For Model A, the 50, 55, and 41 per cent of the particles originally
found at the third, fourth, and fifth bins (9–12, 12–15, and 15–18 kpc,
respectively) at t = 0 Gyr, are spread beyond their initial bin. These
numbers are slightly different for the Model C, but not enough to
make a big difference. Instead, Model B has 59, 62, and 50 per cent
of particles that leave their original radial bin, showing a difference
in the behaviour of the particles around the main resonances of the
system. This model has an increment about 10 per cent of particles
that migrate compared to the Model A. For the Model D, the bins
around CR are the second, third, and fourth, and the spread particles
are 50, 47, and 34 per cent, respectively, as we mention before,
this comparison is not straightforward due to the differences in the
resonances positions.

4 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

The study of radial migration has been addressed and analysed in
different scenarios by several authors. For instance, star clusters
can migrate to the inner region of our Galaxy, resulting in a fast
disruption of these stellar systems due to a strong tidal field (Fujii &

Baba 2012). On the contrary, while migrating from the inner parts
of the disc up to ∼ 5–8 kpc, open clusters are less prone to tidal
disruption. Therefore, in the solar neighbourhood, their metallicity
is higher than the metallicity of the open clusters that were born
there (Anders et al. 2017). Even more, a significant fraction of open
clusters in the Milky Way can experience radial migration of about
1.5 kpc Gyr−1 (Chen & Zhao 2020).

Also, considering the framework of an infalling galaxy satellite,
this will induce the formation of spiral arms and, hence, an increase in
the stellar radial migration due to these non-axisymmetric perturba-
tions. This would add considerable dispersion to the age–metallicity
relationship in the solar neighbourhood and in the outer parts of the
disc, but there is also a considerable radial and vertical heating (Bird,
Kazantzidis & Weinberg 2012). In addition, a large number of old
metal-poor high-[α/Fe] stars can be found in the solar neighbourhood
due to radial mixing, caused by mergers and the subsequent formation
of a central bar (Minchev, Chiappini & Martig 2013). Further, a warp
and the spiral structure in the external parts caused by a perturbing
satellite on to the Galactic disc flatten the metallicity gradients due
to stellar migration (Quillen et al. 2009).

It is important to have in mind that radial migration can be studied
in different ways; however, this work focuses on the effect of radial
migration on individual stars and isolated galaxies, and in a future
work we will study the MDF as a clue to radial migration.

We performed a series of simulations using a fully analytical
galactic model of a late-type galaxy, to study the effect of the
structural and dynamical parameters of the spiral arms on radial
migration. We introduce adiabatically the spiral arms potential during
the first Gyr to avoid a spurious response of the stellar distribution.
To isolate the individual effect of each parameter of the spiral arms
model, we carry out simulations where we varied, with respect to
our fiducial Model A, the spiral radial scale length (Model B), the
pitch angle (Model C), and the pattern speed (Model D). We study
the changes in Lz, R, and ecc of the disc particles in each model.

We can summarize our main findings as follows:

(i) The larger changes �Lz and �R occur around CR; meanwhile,
the change in eccentricity, �ecc, around this region is smaller
compared to its neighbourhood. This indicates that there is radial
migration.

(ii) The most important parameter in the production of radial
migration turns out to be the radial scale length, Rsp, of the spiral
arms, generating the largest changes in Lz and R around CR and
smaller changes in the eccentricity around that region. The 50, 55,
and 41 per cent of the particles found at the third, fourth, and fifth
bins (9–12, 12–15, and 15–18 kpc, respectively) in Model A are
spread beyond their original bin, while these percentages are larger
by 10 per cent for Model B (top panel of Fig. 5).
Furthermore, the radial distribution of particles shows a positive
(negative) skewness inside (outside) CR, a clear signature due to the
spiral arms.

(iii) In our models, there are particles that move inwards or
outwards more than 10 kpc. The CR and OLR contribute to those
extreme migrators. This behaviour is compatible with the results
from the N-body simulations performed by Halle et al. (2018).

This set of simulations with a cosine model for the spiral arms
clearly shows that the radial scale length of the spiral arms plays a
relevant role in defining at what extent the radial migration affects
the stellar orbits of the disc. Additionally, we want to stress that to
have effective and lasting radial migration, the spiral arms should be
transient (Sellwood & Binney 2002). Nevertheless, using a steady
spiral potential we are able to see a restricted radial migration. We
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are aware that a sophisticated study, using more realistic and variable
potentials for the spiral arms, is necessary. That study should take
into account the interplay of the structural and dynamical parameters
of the spiral arms, including the chemical information that could
provide an improved approach to the analysis of radial migration in
disc galaxies.
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